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Two parabolic cylinders, located such that the focal line of one coincides

with the directrix of the other, form an optical system that focuses a point

source placed on the focal line of the first cylinder to a point at infinity. The

system can therefore be used as a dual reflector antenna at microwave fre-

quencies. Because the geometry of the focusing systems can be selected

independently, a variety of secondary patterns can be generated. Also, since

the cylindrical reflectors can be manufactured with a high degree of accuracy

and relative ease, their useful operating frequency can extend easi.ly to upper

microwave frequency bands.

The theory of operation for such a system, employeC as a pencil beam

antenna, is presented. The geometrical properties of the system are

developecl, and a method of developing the para'uolic cylinders from flat sheets

is described. Mathematical expressions for field calcuiations, using the aper-

ture field integration method and the geometrical theory of di.ffraction, are

provided and the effects of different design parameters on the radiation pat-

tern are studied. The possibilities of using an asymmetric feed pattern or ân

offset feed configuration are also studied. Finally, a design procedure for a

pencil beam antenna usi.ng such a system is provided.

The system may also be employed in a compact range for generating plane

waves in order to test large antennas in small anechoic chambers, thereby

eliminating the need for a far field test range. It is found that the uniformity

of the co-polar component and the level of the cross-polar component of the

field over the aperture depend on the geometry of the two reflectors, the feed

radiation pattern and the feed orientation. The correlations between these

factors and the aperture ûeld distribution are studied and presented. The

effect of the edge diffracted rays on the aperture field distribution is also

investigated.
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Unless otherwise stated, the symbols most commonly used in this thesis

have the following meaning :

SYMBOL

s1

The sub-reflector of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflector antenna

s2

The main reflector of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflector antenna

f

The point source feed of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflector antenna

FvFz

The focal lengths of 
^S 1 and S 2

c[

The angle between the generators of S 1 and ttre main beam direction

A

The length of the aperture of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors

B

The width of the aperture of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors

^.l-À

The reduction in the aperture due to the separation between Sl and S2
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Pt7, PzL

First and second principle radii of curvature of S 1

PtZ, PzZ

First and second principle radii of curvature of 
^S 2

ñu fiz

Unit normal vectors to S 1 and .S 2, directed towards the centres of curva-

ture

îr,î,
Unit tangent vectors to the curvatures of S 1 and S 2

lrJrk

Unit vectors alcng x, y and z-axes, respectively

(x¡ ,l¡ ,z¡)

Cartesian coordinates of the feed point f

(xp ,!p ,zo), (xo ,!q ,zq)

Cartesian coordinates of points p and q on S 1

(x* ,!n ,z^), (x, ,!, ,zr)

Cartesian coordinates of points m and c on S2

n

The intersection between the symmetric plane and the line of intersection

of S1 and S2

(xn ,!n ,zn)

Cartesian coordinates of point n
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d

The projection of the directrix of S 1 on the symmetric plane

(x¿ ,Y¿ ,za)

Cartesian coordinates of point d

Lt,Lz

Dimensions of ,S 1 after developing it into a flat sheet

L3,L4

Dimensions of S2 after developing it into a flat sheet

(x¡n ,!¡n ,zrr)

Cartesian coordinates of any point on the curve of intersection between

51and 52

Ea'Eö

0 and $-components of the radiation pattern

(r ,o ,0)

Spherical coordinates of the far field point

k

The wave number

E-

The aperture field Fourier transforn¡

Fx, Fy

x and y-components of the aperture field Fourier transform



Eo

The tangential aperture field

Ej(r)

The incident field at distance s from the source

Eg' , Eg'

The components of the reflected field parallel and perpendicular to the

plane of reflection, respectively

E'(s)

The reflected field at distance s from the point of reflection

Eg.i,Eq.í

The components of the incident field parallel and perpendícular to the

plane of incidence, respectively

Egd,Egd

The cornponents of the diffracted field parallel and perpendicular to the

plane of diffraction, respectively

D,, D¡

The soft and hard scalar diffraction coefficients

Pri

The radius of curvature of the incident wave at the diffraction pcint in

the plane of incidence

fr,

A unit vector normal to the edge and directed towards the centre of cur-

vature of the edge at the point of diffraction
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a

The radius of curvature of the edge

S"S

Unit vectors in the directions of the incident and diffracted rays, respec-

tively

Fo

The angle of incidence of the incident ray

G

The antenna gaín

rl

The percentage efficiency

SP

The percentage spillover

À

TI:e wavelength

TP' Tq

The tapering of the sub-reflector edge points p and q

TmrTc

The tapering of the main reflector points m and c

T¡,Tt

The tapering of the aperture edge points j and I
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The offset angle, which is the angle between the feed axis and the the

normal from the feed point to S 1 in the asymmetric plane

2út

The feed angle, which is the angle subtended by Sr at the feed point in

the symmetric plane

T

The angle between the feed axis and the normal from the feed point to

s1

UF

Uniformity factor

Ep,Eq

The electric field intensities in the direction of the sub-reflector edges p

and q, respectively

Ap ,Aq

The ray divergence factors associated with the sub-reflector edge points p

and q, respectively
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TABLE

3.1 The rays included in the aperture field calculations.

3.2 Performance of dual parabolic reflectors for different B/4,

.4:32À,, Â=0,FJA=Fzle =05, ct=0 ,T^:Tr=-70d8
and feed illumination : (cas o)7.06

33 Performance of dual parabolic reflectors for different B/4,

A :32',X, A =0, F tlA =F z/e =05, a =0, T^ :7, : -20d8

and feed illumination = (cos 0)15'25

4.1 Location of the feed at different focal lengths, ,4 :80À ,

A:40L and a: -50o

4.2 Location of the feed at different angles ct , .A :80À and

A :40)t

4.3 Contril¡ution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distri-

bution over an aperture plane at a distance 200X frorn the

reflector edges, A :80À , A :40)t and F ,lA :15

(u) F tle =3 ,T q = -1.IdB

(b) Ft/e:2,Tq=-0.36d8

(.) F t/e :2 ,T q = -0.7d8

4.4 Same as Tables 43 but with an aperture plane at a distance

100À, from the reflector edges
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FIGURE

1.1 Single parabolic reflector

(a) on-axis front fed reflector

(b) offset front fed reflector

1.2 Dual reflector antenna

(u) on-axis dual reflector

(b) offset two reflector antenna

73 Cylindrical parabolic reflector

1.4 Dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors

2.1 Geometry of dual parabol;.c cylindrical reflectors

2.2 Ðifferent cases of ct

23 Different locations of the feed

2.4 Projection of the dual parabolic cylinders on the plane of

symmetry (positive ct)

25 Reflectors before bending

3.1 Variation of the aperture shape with a , A :32À, , 
^ 

:0 and

F z=F t(l +sincr)

3.2 Dependence of the beam ellipticity on ct , A :32À , Â :0 ,

F z= Ft(l +sin s), T p = -25d8 and T, = -75d8

33 3dB beam widths as functions of the aperture length,

A =0,F t/A = F zlA =05 and cr :0



3.4 Dependence of the peak cross-polarization on ct , A =30À.,

A = 0 and F z= F t(l *sin ct)

3.5 Variation of the aperture shape with F L,A = 32X,^ =0 and

Fz:F t(l +sinct)

3.6 Dependence of peak cross-polarization on F t , A =32'lt ,A :0

,G:0andFz:Ft(l*sinc)

3.7 Far field patterns of the antenna, A:32\., A:0, Fr=28À ,

Fz:F 1(1 +sincr) and tapering of points j, 1, m and c on the

aperture edges : -10d8

(u) co-polarization in the symmetric plane

(b) co-polarization in the asymmetric plane

(") cross-polarization in the asymmetric plane

3"8 Same as Fig. 3.7 but with tapering of points j, l, m and c :

-20d8

3.9 Same as Fig.3.7 but with A/B = 10

3.10 Same as Fig.3.8 but rvith A/B : 10

3.11 Offset dual parabolic cylindri.cal reflectors

3.12 Variation of the aperture shape with the offset angle,

A:321',4=0,F2=F1(1 +sinct) and s=0

3.13 Dependence of the peak cross-polarization on the pffset

angle, A =32\,,4 =0 ,Fz=F1(1 +sincr) and ct:0

3.14 Same as Fig. 3.7, but with an offset angle = 3Co

(a) co-polarization in the symmetric plane
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(b) cross-polarization in the symmetric plane

(") co-polarization in the asymmetric plane

(d) cross-polarízation in the asymmetric plane

3.15 Same as Fig. 3.8 but with an offset angle :30o

(a) co-polarization in the symmetric plane

(b) cross-polarization in the symmetric plane

(c) co-polarízation in the asymmetric plane

(d) cross-polarization in the asymrnetric plane

4.1 Co-polar and cross-polar contours over the aperture of a

dual parabolic cylinders, vertical polarization, .4 = 80À ,

À = 40L, Ft/A =3, F2fA =2, &:-3Co andTo : -}.ldB

(u) co-polar

(b) cross-polar

4.2 Same as Fig. 4.1, but with F 2lA =3

43 Design of a compact range

4.4 Dependence of UF on F1 and Fz, A =80À,Â=40À and

c, = -50o

4.5 Dependence of T on Fi and F2, A:80À,4=40À ancl

cr : -50o

4.6 Variation of the aperture shape with F I and F ? ,

Á =80)t,A =40À and a = -50o

4.7 Ratios between the main reflector surface area and the sur-

face area of the equivalent paraboloidal reflector, having

same aperture areâ, as functions of F1 and 'F z ,

.4 :80À, , A = 40À, and cr : -50o
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4.8 Variation of the feed 10dB beam angles with F t and F 2 ,

Ts=-0.1'dB ,A =80ì',4:40L and c¿:-50o

4.9 Co-polar levels at point nt, on the aperture, as functions of

F1 and F z,Tq:-0.1 dB, A =80).,4 :40À and .* :-50o

4.10 Contours of uniform co-polar and cross polar field lines over

the aperture of different configurations

(u) F rl¡ =3,F z/A =1.5,A =80L,4 =40À,cr: -50o ,To =-0.ldB

and feed 10dB beam angle :26o

(b) F r/¡ =2,F z/A =15,A =80\,4 :40À,,ct : -50o,Tq = -0.36d8

and feed 10dB beam angle :26o

(c) F t/e =2 ,F z/A = 1.5 ,A = 80À , A = 40À , c : -50o ,T q = -0.I dB

and feed 10dB beam angle :34"5

4.11 Dependence of the peak cross-polarization level, over the

aperture, on Fl and Fz,Tq =-0.1 dB ,A =80À,4 =40)t and

ct = -50o

4.12 E'ff.ect of cr on the uniformity factor, ¡t :80À and A :40X

4.13 Effect of <r oll T , .4 = 801, and A :40)t

4.14 Yaríation of A/B with s , A:80À and A :40X

4.15 Variation of the main reflector surface area with c , Á = B0À'

and Å, = 40\

4.16 The feed 10dB beam angle as a function of c ,

Tq = -0.1d8,A :80À and A :40¡

4.17 Dependence of the co-polar aperture field on ct ,

T c = -0.1. dB ,A = 80\ and A = 40À
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4.18 Dependence of the peak cross-polarization, over the aper-

ture, on o Tq = -0.1,d8 ,Á :80À' and Â:40)t

4.19 Same as Fig. 4.70, but with the edge diffracted fields

included. The distance between the reflector edges and the

aperture plane = 200À,

4.20 Same as Fig. 4.19, but with an aperture plane at a distance

100À from the reflector edges

,A..1 Reflectíon of a spherical wavefront from a parabolic cylindr-

ical reflector
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Reflector antennas, either single or dual, are commonly used as high gain

microwave antennas. Single reflectors are often parabolic in shape and their

performance depends entirely on the feed illumination, which in symmetric

reflectors, is affected by the aperture blockage due to the feed and its support

structure, Fig. 1.1. Dual reflectors, on the other hand, may consist of para-

boloids and other conical sections, Fig. 7.2, and their performance depenCs on

additional parameters involving the main and sub-reflector combinations. As

such, they offer an opportunity to optimize their performance and have there-

fore received a considerable attention in recent years t1l-t6]. For instance,

shaping the surface of reflectors to improve the aperture illuminations has

enhanced the antenna gain and provided designs witir low cross-polarization

[7]-[10]. Flowever, the shaped reflectors are normally frequency dependent

and their performance is more sensitive to surface tolerances, particularl,'j ãt

high frequencies [11].

Surface toierances can be met more easily with cylindrical parabolas,

where the surface is curved in only one direction as shown in Fig. 1.3. How-

ever, these antennas require a line source feed. To utilize a point source feed,

one needs two parabolas with curvatures in two orthogonal planes, that is

"dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors", as in Fig. 1.4.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the dual parabolic cylindrical

antenna, to calculate its secondary field, and to determine the effect of

different design parameters on this field. The geometry of the dual parabolic

cylindrical reflector antenna and its principle of operation are described in

chapter II. In chapter III, its use as a pencil beam antenna is studied. First, a

method for computation of the far field is described. Then, effects of
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(a) on-axis front fed reflector (b) offset front fed reflecror

Fig.l.1 Single parabolic reflectors.
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(a) on-axis dual reflector (b) offset dual reflector antenna

Fig.I2 Dual reflector antennas.
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line source

Fig.l3 Cylindrical parabolic reflector.
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Fig.1.4 Dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors.

/./
'./q y'"/

srl
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different design parameters on the radiation pattern are discussecl. The possi-

biiity of using an asymmetric feed pattern, or an offset fed dual parabolic

cylindrical antenna is also studied. Chapter IV explains the importance of

compact ranges for testing of large antennas and the use of dual parabolic

cylindrical reflectors as a compact range. Effects on the range's performance

by the reffector geometrical parameters, feed radiation pattern and feed orien-

tation are then presented. The conclusions and recommendations for future

work are presented in chapter V.
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2"f tsrüef'Flistory Of Reftectcn ^A.ntennas

Reflector antennas were born in 1888 in the laboratory of Hertz, who

experimentally demonstrated the existence of the electromagnetic waves that

had been predicted theoretically by Maxwell some fifteen years earlier [12]. In

his experiments Hertz used a zinc-coated cylindrical parabolic mirror, with a

spark-gap excited dipole placed on its focal li.ne. In the 1890's, the parabolic

cylinders \üere popular due to the ease with which they could be constructed,

compared with the doubly curved paraboloidal reflectors.

Nothing of interest or importance in refiector development came about

between 1900 and 1930. In the next decade, two events of historical impor-

tance occurred. The first was the discovery, in 1931 by Jansky [14], of extra-

terrest¡ial radio emission, marking the genesis of the science of radio astron-

omy. The second occurred in 1937 when the first large paraboloidal reflecior

was constructed and used as a radio telescope antenna by Rpber [15].

The second worid tvar was responsible for a vast and intensive develop-

ment effort in all branches of electronics in general and in microlave physics

in particular. The period of the second world war produced a major increase

in the use of microwave reflector antennas as they were widely employed in

radar [16].

We can almost say that, after the second world war the reflector art has

not grown by quantum leaps, but rather in a methodical, progressive way. For

example, tolerance theory probably had its beginning in the work of Spencer,
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1949, who investigated the effects of aperture phase errors on the gain. A

deñnite treatment of reflector surface roughness effects on gain was first given

by Ruze 1171, 1952. Additional important contributions to tolerance theory

were made by Bracewell [18], 1967, and Robieux [19], 1965. More recently,

1981, surface tolerance loss for dual-reflector antennu, ,"u, studied by Rusch

and Wohlleben [11]. Also, the cross-polarization properties of reflector anten-

nas with random surface errors were reported by Vissers et al. in 1982 [20].

One of the first published papers dealing with the polarization charac-

teristics of reflector antennas was that of Culter 1211, 1947. Further contribu-

tions were made by Jones Í221, 1954, Koffman [23], 1966, and more recently by

Ludwig 1247, 1973, Ghobrial [25]-[261, 1979, and Bird 127], 1981.

Cassegrain antennas, Fig. 1.2, were being experimentally developed as

early as the nnid 1950s, and the whole family of such antennas has been well

describeC by Hannan [28], 7961.. Cassegrain systems suffer Ecore from aperture

blocking than do prime focus fed systems. For this reason Cassegrain anten-

nas are usually considered only for those applications requiring a half-power

beam width of less than one degree.

The aperture blockage of a reflectcr antenna by the feed and its support-

ing struts results in reduction of the reflector gain and rise of the side lobe

and cross-polarization levels. An apprcximate approach to evaluate these

blockage fields was based on the null f;eld hypothesis [16]. Although this

method is simple to apply, it fails to talie into account the scattering proper-

ties of the strut, which are naturally frequency and polarization dependent.

Nevertheless, it has been used by early investigators and many useful results

for estimating the blockage effects are obtained [29]-[30]. In recent studies,

the problem has been solved using the induced field ratio (IFR) hypothesis

which takes into account the strut cross-section and tilt, the feed polarization,

and the frequency [31]-[34]. Based on this method, the effects of the strut
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dimensional parameters on the reflector gain, side lobe leveis and the cross-

polaizatíon are determined and presented graphically by Sanad and Shafai for

linearly and circularly polarized feeds [35]. trn order to. reduce the far side

lobes caused by scattering from the struts, Hombach, 1983, covered the feed

struts with a periodic structure [36], while Satoh et al., IgB4, proposed side

lobe level reduction by improvement of strut shape [37].

The avoidance of the aperture blockage made offset-reflector antennas

attractive for many applications. Although offset parabolic reflectors were

used for several decades, their electrical properties and performance tvere not

accurately modeled and optimized until the 1960's. Much of the initial

difficulty in dealing analytically with the offset parabolic reflector can be

attributed to its asymmetric geometry [38].

The optimization of the geometry of offset dual-reflector antennas in

order to reduce or eliminate cross-polarized radiation has received much

attention. The work of several investigators [39]-[41] has established rhat

offset dual reflector antennas can be designed with perfect rotational sym-

meiry a¡rd linear polarization to v¿ithin the geometrical optics approximation.

These crl:jcctives can be achieved with a paraboìoidal main reflector and an

ellipsoidal or hyperboìoidal sub-reflector provided that, what is called, "the

basic design equation" is satisfied. There are different forms of the basic

design equation. A simple form of this equation was derived by Shore [42],

1985.

Dual-shaped reflectors are now widely used as ground-station a¡tennas

for earth orbit satellites because of their high gain characteristics [43]. In par-

ticular, the offset dual shaped reflectors are attractive for satellite communica-

tions where low side lobes are necessary to achieve good isolation between

adjacent main lobes operating over the same frequency band. Therefore, the

use of offset reflectors is becoming prevalent since the limiting effects of
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aperture blockage can be entirely removed, and more mechanical freedom is

available in the choice of tbe supporting structures.

The dual-shaped reffector synthesis problem was first solved by Galindo

and Kinber in the early 1950's for the circularly symmetric shaped reflectors

[44]-[45]. An exact solution for the reflector profiles was obtained based on

the geometrical optics analysis. For the offset asymmetric geometry, Kinber

[44) claimed that an exact solution does not necessarily exist. In 1979,

Galindo-Israel, Mittra, and Cha [46] developed an approximate solution which

was constructed via a two steps process. In the first step, a solution was gen-

erated for a pair of reflectors which have errors in both the amplitude and the

phase distributions in the aperture. In the second step, the solution thus

obtained \ilas corrected, following Green's approach 1471. In 1982, Mittra,

Hyjaeie, and Galindo-srael [3] presented a numerically rigorous procedure for

generating the two reflector surfaces in a one step process. This solution gives

an exact aperture phase distribution and enforces the condition on the aper-

ture amplitude distribution to within an arbitrarily specified numerical toler-

ance. However, this procedure does not always yield a smooth solution.

The main disadvantages of the shaped reflectors are the very high cost

and the limited upper frequency range. The main probler,r is a mechanical

one as the reflector surface accuracy determines the upper frequency limit.

As it has been mentioned before, surface toleiances can be met more

easily with cylindrical reflectors which are relatively easy to manufacture with

a high degree of accuracy and thus give a considerabiy higher frequency limit.

Pa¡abolíc cylindrical reflectors, or cradle antennas, may in many cases be

preferable in certain applications to paraboloids. They may well present the

most cost-effective approach, especially when the radiation pattern needs not

have rotational symmetry which was the case with the EISCAT VHF antenna

[48], 7984, for example. The main problem in using cradle antennas at
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microwave frequencies is the large number of elements required in the linear

feed array. Furthermore, it is difficult, in practice, to change frequency

bands. For any large change in frequency, it is necessary to alter the physical

size of the line source to maintain proper illumination over the aperture of

the parabolic cylindrical reflector. To utitize a point source feed, one there-

fore needs t\r'o parabolas with curvatures in two orthogonal planes, that is

"Dual Farabolic Cylindrical Reflectors", which is the subject of this thesis

[4e]-[s1].

2.2 Ðescription A¡rd T'heory Of OpenatÍon Fon The Duat Parabonic

Cytindrical R eflecÉors

The geometry of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors is shown in Fig.

2.7. It consists of two parabolic cylinders 51 and,g2 and a point source f
located on the focai line of 51 . The focal lengths of ,S1and S 2are F 1 and F2

respectively and the angle between the sub-reflector generators and the main

beam direction is c The projected aperture of the configuration is rectangu-

lar in shape, the sides of which are denoted as A and B.

It is shown in appendix A that when a point source is located on the focal

line of S 1 , it becomes functionatly equivalent to an equiphase line source

along its directrlx. Tlius, adding another parabolic cylindrical surface ,S2 ,

such that its focal line coincides with the directrix of S 1 , generates parallel

beams that focus f to a point at infinity.

The angle at may be assumed to have any positive or negative value, as it
is shown ín Fig.22. For any aperture size, the feed location is determined by

the values of a ,F1aní F2. As it is seen in Fig.23, there are different pos-

sibilities for locating the feed. If the feed is locared in region (l),(2) or (3),

there will not be any blockage. If the feed is placed i.n region (5), only the

scattered field from ^S2 is blocked. In region (6), only the scattered field from
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Fig2.1 Geometry of dual parabolic cylindrical refle*ors.
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^S2, after reflection from.î1 , is blocked. In region (7), both the scattered

field from S 2 and the incident field on S 2 are blocked by the feed and its sup-

porting struts. Regions (B) and (9) are not valid for locating the feed.

A simple way to support the feed is to place it on the main reflector S 2 ,

i.e. in region (4), which eliminates the need for the feed supports. In this case

the focal lengths of the two reflectors sati.sfy the relationship :

Fz=Ft(1+sinct)

This relationship is derived by equating the path lengths from the feed to the

aperture of the antenna via two different rays; one is along the feed axis and

the other is along the normal from the feed point to the sub-reflector surface.

2.3 Geometriaal Froperties And Geometnical ÐesÍgn ûf A Ð¡¡a[ Far-

abolic Cylindrical Configun'aÉicn

Eig.2.4 shows the projection of the dual parabolic cylinders (with positive

cr) on the plane of symmetry. The feed is located at point f on the focal line

of S1 . The origin of coordinates is located on ^S1 , or iis extension, such that

"foo is perpendicular to ,S 1 and the xz-plane is coincident with the plane of

symmetry. The point d is the projection of the directrix of ,S 1 , which is the

image of point f on Sr (i.e.any ray emitted from f and incident on 51 is

reflected as though it originated on d). A is the reduction in the aperture

length due to the separation between 51 and.12. The equation of the sub-

reflector S 1 is given by

y2:4Fr(tcosc,-zsinct) (2.2)

and that of the main reflector S2 is

(2.r)

(x +Flcoso)2=4Fr(z -F1sina. 1-Fz) (2.3)
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Since S 1 is a parabolic cylinder, its principle

any point (x,y,z), are given by [52]-[53]

p11 =-

, ,r2pzr=-2Ft(fr r+1)3/2

Similarly, the principle radii of curvature

prZ =*

P22=-2Fz

The unit normal vectors 1o S 1 and

defined as Ê1 and ft2, are given by

ftt:
4Flcosa i -2y j -4F1sina &

--

!tøFr?+4yz

-2(x +frcoss.)î+4fzk
V 4 (¡ *Flcoscr ¡z +16 nrz

radii of curvatuie pr1 æd pzl, at

(2.4)

(2s)

of ,S2 , p12 and pzz , are given by

(2.6)

(2.7)

S 2 towards the centres of curvature,

( ¡ * Fr cos c )2

4 Frz
*,1'''

(2.8)

flZ:

where î , j and É are unit vectors along x,

unit tangent vectors to the curvatures of .S i
must also be found and are given by

^ 
î 

^t^ -Z y cosa i -2 (x +Flcoscr) È
l- =- V 4 (x +Flcoso )2+ l6Fzz

^ -4 F zî -2 (* *F1cos" ) k
- V 4(x+Flcoso)2+16Fzz

(2.e)

y and z-axes, respectively. The

and .Sz , defined as i1 and î2 ,

(2.10)

(2.11)
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All these formulas are necessary for computation of the antenna radiation

patterns. As the essential geometrical parameters we select A, A , F L, F2 and

ct , as shown in Fig. 2.4. All other parameters can be obtained from these and

in particular the x and z-coordinates of points f, d, n, ffi, c, p and q can be

calculated which for three different ranges of cr are provided below.

xf :Ft

,f :0

xd=-Fl

zd =0

Point n is the intersection between

section of 51 and 52 . Thus solving

xn =0

F,2
, -:- _F^

aâ+Fz

x^=xr*L

(x^ * F 1)z -F24Fz

x":x^ *A

the symmetric plane and

their equations we get

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.1,4)

(2.1,s)

the line of inter-

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.r8)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

ln n1\
\L.Lt )

51 with the lines odpm" and "dqc",

zc _(x"+Ft)z
4Fz

_rr'2

Points p and q are the intersections of
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respectively.

tP =o

"p - "d .Ld

trr :0

ZO=Z¿-X¿
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Thus solving their equations simultaneously we get

¿m td

.Lm ¿+d

Lc td

x" -xd

+4 F1 F2sin a-4 F22

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(?.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

) ]" esa)

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

z¿

xn

iil nesative c

For this case, Fig.22(i),

xf:F ICOScI,

'f = -i'1sin ct

Xd =F ICOSc

the geometrical parameters can be found from

=Flsinct

:( +-F1 cos cr )t tanc, r

I'

+ 
[ 

f rlcoS.. - * )z - (F12cosz ct

xn

tan cr

=xn *A

(,^*Flcoscr )2

zn

xm

4Fz
*Flsina-Fz



xc:xm +A

(", *Flcosc' )2
-c
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*Flsinq-Fz

(234)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2s7)

(2.38)

(23e)

Q.4a)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

4Fz

xd -x^
z¿ 

- 

*x¿
Lm Ld

-p

tan cr -
*m JLd

¿m ¿d

xP =z- tanc,
P

xd -Í,
- 

- 

Let¿ t^d
úc zd

'q xr-xd
tan cr -

Lc zd

xq = zq tan cl

(iii) positive ct

The corresponding equations,

,f :F lCCSot

,f :-Flsincr

Xd:-FlCOSo¿

zd:F lsinct

Fig.2.4, are given by

2F"
xn=( ;;f -F1cos cr )

I zr"
- I f olcosa - # )' - ( F 12 cosz s. *4F1 F2 sin

t

o-4rr,)) e.44)



xn, :-'n tan ct

With positive ct , the point

cases of c . Flowever, it can

the line 'dqc" simultaneously

tion

(x, *F1 cos cr )t - 4 P,

+ 4 F2
A + A * F1 cos cr

-2r-

(2.4s)

c can not be easily defined as in the other two

be determined by solving the equations of S2 and

. It is found that x" is the solution of the equa-

A +^
4Fz

1+-
tan cr

x" *F1 cosct)2

-Fz*Flsinct (rrtFlcosct)

],

l

+4 F2 (

tan CI

A +A) = 0

(t"*Flcoso)(å-A+À-
tan s tan s -Flsincr)

*Flsincr

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.50)

(2.s1)

(2.s2)

'c x, -A -A +Flcosa

x^:x"-A

(,x^ iF lcosa)2 ,â, :-- -(Fz-Flsincr)4 Fz

xq

zq

:t -/tnm

x-.'
- t"t"

xd -x^
--I-Ld,^d

¿m zd

^m r+d
tana -

-p

xp:zptanc

Lm Ld

(2"s3)
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2.4 ÐeveEopånE Panaholåc Cyüñnders F'nom F'åaÉ SheeÉs

One of the main advantages of the dual parabolic cylindrical antennas is

the ease of their fabrication. Two ffat sheets ,Fi92.5, can be bent to form the

parabolic cylindrical surfaces, which also facilitates their storage and transpor-

tation. It is therefore desirable to determine the exact shape and dimensions

of the flat sheets that can be bent to yield the required antenna configuration.

Spencer et al. [54] studying the case of two perpendicular cylinders presented

a table of surface coordinates for the case of F 1 : F z:0.5 . Here, we have

dcrived general formulas which are valid for any arbitrary configuration of

reflectors, and easy to utilize.

If the two cylinders do not intersect, the fabrication of the antenna is

much easer and each cylinder, in the expanded form is rectangular in shape,

Fi5.2.5. For S1 the side dimensions Z1 and L2can be determined from

tr=ffi (2.s4)

Lz=2
E\M B+\m

(2ss)
4Ft *2 F 1ln 2Ft

aperture.where B is the width of the antenna

and I4 of S2 are

Lz=B

Similarly, the dimensions L3

(2s6)

L4:
( r, +¡'r"oto )

4Fz

(x^*Flcosc r'
4 Fz

( r" *Flcosc )*F'2ln
(x^ i,Flcosct ) +

(2.s7)
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Fig25 Reflectors before bending.
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If Sl and Sz intersect,

f G¡n, uin, zin):0

the curve of intersection is defined by

where (x¡n,!¡n, z¡n) are the coordínates of any point

Considerin1 !¡n as a parameter, then for any value

values of x¡n and zrn are given by

i) for a :0

,r. 2
Jtn=-4Ft

_(x,n*Ft)z
4Fz -Fz

ii) for cr * 0

-l) +xin = , oL -ve

2

( x,n *Frcosa )2

4 Fz

, c. lve

*Flsine-Fz

where

b:2F1coscr-4F2cotor

and

(2.s8)

on the intersection curve.

of !¡n, the corresponding

xin

-tn

(2.se)

-tn

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

c : F12 cos2 0. - 4 Fz', * !-t'^l,!-' + 4 F1F2 sino Flsinct

'b2 - 4c
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When .S1 and 52 intersect, their planar forms are

shape. Here, the sides L1 and L4 are not constant

parameter y,n. They can be calculated from

no longer rectangular in

but are functions of the

rr: (2.64)

L4:
(xr *Flcosc ¡ rz

4 Fz

(t,n*Flcosc*)

*F2ln

4 Fz

(x" *F1cos" ¡+@Çf,rz (2.6s)
( r,r *F1cos o'1+ r'

Once the main geometrical parameters of the antenna are selected, the

above expressions can be used to determine the size and shape of the required

piailar sheets. The parabolic cylindrical surfaces can be formed by mounting

the streets on preformed parabolic ribs, the shap,e of which is deterrnined by

the i rrrr¡r u las (2.2)-{2 3).
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3.ã. Emtnoductåon

Historically, the idea of using crossed parabolic cylinders as pencil beam

antennas was suggested , in 1955, by Spencer et al. [54]. However, they con-

sidered a special case, where the elements of the two cylinders vrere perpen-

dicular to each other, i.e. a=0 and Fr=Fz. Using a feed with an asym-

metric radiation pattern and located on the main reflector S 2 , the antenna

was shown to have a symmetric radiation pattern.

The possibility of using such a system for generating an elliptical beam

shape necessary for the European Broadcasting Satellite, with both corrugated

horn and phased array feeds, \nas recently reported by Van Iersel et al. [55] in

1980. Their investigation was based on the analysis made by Dragone in 1974

[s6].

To avoid the feed blockage at the expense of reflector size increase and

the rise of the cross-polarization level, Saitto et al. [57] , more recently (1983),

developed an offset fed dual cylindrical reflector antenna yielding an elliptical

beam shape for the European Communication Satellite System (ECS). Their

antenna was still subject to the same restrictions of. two perpendicular

cylinders having equal focal lengths.

The operation of these antennas is possible for any angle cr between the

two cylinders and for any ratio between their focal lengths. ÉIowever, in the

absence of these restrictions on the angle cr and the focal lengths F 1 and F 2 ,

the analysis becomes much more complex.

Since a detailed investigation of these dual cylindrical parabolic systems

had not been carried out, this work is undertaken to evaluate their
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performance. In particular, the analysis of these antennas in their general

form with a non zero c and unequal focal lengths appears to be new and no

previous attempt to their general analysis was located.

3.2 Compmtatton Of RadËaÉËon FaÉÉerms

As it is well known, exact solution of the scattering problem is obtainable

for only a limited number of cases involving sinople primary feeds and

reflectors of simple geometry. Xn treating reflectors of arbitrary shape it is

necessary to resort to approximate techniques. The most common methods

are the physical optics current integration and the geometrical optics aperture

field integration.

In the physical optics current integration method the following approxi-

mations are made; (1) the surface currents are usually approximated by assum-

ing that the feed radiation incident upon the reflector surface reflects locally

as a plane wave, (2) the contribution from the fringe currents are neglected

and (3) radiation fields are obtained by integration of ttre current over the

illuminated side of the reflector. The contribution from currents on the sha-

dow side of the reflector is ignored.

trn the aperture field integration method the total aperture field is also

approximated by assuming that the incident feed radiation reflects locally as a

plane wave. Furthermore, the aperture fields are approximated by geometrical

optics fields. Flowever, Yaghjian [58] in 1.984 proved that the far fields of

reflector antennas determined by integration of the current on the illuminated

surface of the reflector are identical to the fields determined by the aperture

field integration with the Kottler-Franz formula [59] over any surface that caps

the reflector. Moreover, he showed that the geometrical optics aperture

integration with the Kottler-Franz formulas is closely approximated by the

familiar integration of the tangential electric (or magnetic) field [59] for angles
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within about 2tr of the main beam direction which is the region of accuracy

of the fields predicted by the physical optics current or the geometrical optics

aperture field integrations. To calculate the far out side lobes or to improve

the accuracy of calculating the main beam and the first few side lobes,

Rahmat-Samii [60] has shown that the fringe currents should be included in

the current integration method and the edge diffracted fields should be

included in the aperture field integration method.

Thus the accuracies of estimating the far fields of reflector antennas

obtained by the surface current integration and the aperture fielC integration

methods are comparable and the computation accuracy need not be a con-

sideration in deciding between the two methods. Ftrowever, the current

integration method has the disadvantage of involving complicated integrals

over the reflector surface. Furthermore, using the aperture field integration

method, the accuracy of calculations can be easily controlled and improved by

adding more diffracted rays as the need arises, using the geometrical theory of

diffraction [61]. Since this method can easily be applied to the dual parabclic

cylindrical reflector antennas, it will be used throughout this chapter.

The geometrical theory of diffraction can be used directly to calculate the

far field patterns without any integration. However, in this case a large

number of diffracted rays should be included to achieve an acceptable accu-

racy. This is primarily because of the large number of edges and vertices in

the dual parabolic reflector antenna (eight edges and eight vertices). More-

over, in this chapter we are mainly concerned with the near-in side lobes and

the antenna boresight gain, where the integration methods are generally more

accurate.

For a dual cylindrical parabolic system of reflectors, the projected aper-

ture in the plane normal to the main beam is generally rectangular in shape.

To compute the far field patterns using the aperture field integration method,
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an aperture plane was selected at a distance of about one wavelength in front

of the main reflector edge c'cn, Fig.2.1. The aperture size was selected to be

larger than the geometrical projected aperture of the main reflecior and

extended about 05 à, beyond the latter aperture on each side. This extended

aperture size was selected to intercept the edge diffracted rays propagating in

the direction of the near-in side lobes. Over this selected aperture, the field

distribution was determined using geometrical optics with naain diffracted rays

as follows

(i) geometrtcal optücs field

The geometrical optics field is

point source and the reflected field

direct field is given by

r t ls ) = E, l0) e-i*s
-\/.ç

where ¿'r (0) is the field at the location of

from the aperture field point. If the feed

of the unit vector u and its electric field

4t (0) may be determined from [59]

the summation of the direct field of the

frorn S 2 af ter reflection from S 1 The

(3.1)

the point s,rurce and s is its distance

is linearly polarized in the direction

distribution is represented by cosn0,

Et(0) : cos'o S x (¡û x S) (3.2)
t,î x (û x.î)r

To find the reflected field at any polnt on the aperture, one initialiy needs

to locate the reffection points on the reflectors S1 and.S2 using a ray tracing

method based on Fermat's principle [61]-[63] , ot using the properties of the

reflected rays. It is evident that any ray emitted from the point source and

incident on,S1 is reflected as though it is originated on the directrix of 51.

After successive reflections from 51 and,S2, it finally propagates parallel to
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the positive z-axis, Fig.2.l. Thus, for any point po

ture plane, the reflection point pz=(xz,y2, zz)

between S 2 and a line parallel to z-axis and passing

point P t: (z 1 t ! t, z 1) on .S 1 is the intersection

through p1 and perpendicular to the directrix of

and p 1 are thus found to be as follows

x z-- xo

I z-- la

xolFlCOS<r
-(Fz-Flsina)4Fz

!t=lz

4 F I F zsin c. cos a(x2* F l cos cr)
zL=

4(x2+Flcosa)Fzcoscr - sin o[(xz*F1cos o)z - 4F zz)

: (xo, lo , zo) , on the aper-

on S 2 is the intersection

through po. The reflection

of 51 with a line passing

S1. The coordinates of pz

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

(# + F 1cos2a )l(x2+ Flcosct)z - 4F ,'l
+ (3.7)

yt2

- 

+zrSlIlG4Ft À

4G z +F 1 cos a)F' z cos c - sin oÍ(x z* F 1 cos o )2 - 4F zzl

(3.8)

coordinates, the relationship between the reflected

any reflection point is given by [63]

xr=
COS G

and

where E B' and E q

pendicular to the

' ate the components

plane of reflection at

(3.e)

of the reflected field parallel and per-

the point of reflection and Ep.' and

[;;

Using the ray fixed

the incident fields at

:l = 

"å 

j,l 
F;;]
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E q.i are the components of the incident field

plane of incidence and at the same location.

of E ¡r , E g' , E ,þ.t and E g.i are defined as

ù:
SxÊ

13x ¡â I

F:.î x rþ

û.:

F':3'x {r'

where Ê is an outward unit normal vector to the reflecting

(2.8)-(2.9)l while .î. and .î are unit vectors along the incident

respectively.

Frl-\-Fr¡'n\! \J,r-! \v,, - e -iks
I

S2 have a plane wavefront

parallel and perpendicular to the

The unit vectors in the direction

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

surface [equations

and reflected rays

r/2 1<\

where plt : p2' =* and

3.x ¡â

13.x ¡A I

The intensity of these reflected fields at distance s from the point of

reflection is given by

E'(r):¿'(0) Pt'Pz'
e -iks (3.14)

(pr'*s) (p2'+s)

v¿here E'(0) is the reflected field at the point of reflection and p1' and p2r are

the principle radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront at the point of

reflection. As it is proved in appendix A, the reflected rays from,Sl have

cylindrical wavefronts with pL' : s. and pz' = oo , where s . is the distance from

the point source to the reflection point and hence, equation (3.14) can be writ-

ten as

s.
(s + s.)

The reflected rays from
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equation (3.14) will be in the form

E' (s ) = 4' (0) e-iks (3.1s)

(Ëü) dtffnacÉed fields

According to geometrical optics, the field is discontinuous at the shadow

boundaries. FIowever, the correct high frequency field must be continuous at

these boundaries. Hence the diffracted fields must compensate for the discon-

tinuities in the incident and reflected fields and also for the errors in the

geometrical optics field close to these boundaries. The diffracted rays are gen-

erated by the incident rays that illuminate the edges and vertices of the

reflectors.

As it is shown in Fig. 2.7, the geometry has eight edges and eight vertices.

The diffracted freld from any vertex is normally weaker than the edge

diffracted fields [61]-[63] , especially in the present case where the illumination

of the vertices may be weaker than the illumination of the edges containing

them. Thus, for simplicity the contribution of the vertex diffracted fields is

not included in the calculations. In adciition, when.ll and.S2 intersect each

other, the field adjacent to their intersection line is small and so its contribu-

tion to the aperture field is also neglected.

To determine the diffracted field at any point on the aperture, the

diffraction points are ínitially obtained using the extended Fermat's principle

í621. Defining the distance function D as the geometrical distance from the

source point to the field point via a point on the edge, Fermat's principle

states that a diffraction point is found where the distance function is station-

ary with respect to infinitesimal variations in the placing of the point on the

edge. Mathematically, the distance function D is given by

D (x"¿ tled ¡2"¿)= s1 *s2 (3.17)
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where s1 is the distance from the source point to a point (t"¿ ,!¿¿ , z"¿) on

the edge and s2 is the distance from the same edge point to the field point.

Since the reflector surfaces are singly curved, the distance function can always

be formulated as a function of only one variable þr¿ , !"d or z"¿f , and the

diffraction point is determined by equating the derivative of D, with respect

to that single variable, to zero. The distance functions of the different edges

of the antenna are formulated as single variable functions and presented in

Appendix B using the same coordinate system as in Chapter II.

For each point of diffraction, it must be assured that none of the incident

and the diffracted rays are blocked by the reflector surfaces. In order to do

this check, the points of intersection between the diffracted ray (and the

incident ray) with the sub-reflector and the main reflector surfaces are deter-

mined. If the coordinates of at least one of these points of intersection are

real numbers and lie within the boundaries of one of the reflectors, the

diffracted field associated with this diffracted ray is considered zero.

For any diffraction point (x¿- ,!¿¡Í ,z¿¡f), and field point, or source

point (x¡r,!¡s,z¡s), the coordinates (x,y,z) of the points of intersection

between the diffracted ray (or the incident ray) and the reflector surfaces can

be calculated from

t =xdir +(x¡s -x¿ü) -b! (3.18)

(3.1e)! = lai¡ +(y¡" -tai¡)

t : zdif + (z¡s - z¿¡f )

For the intersection with

-b -+

2a

the sub-reflector,

(3.20)

a -- (!f , - lai¡ )z

a, b anr:l c aÍe given by

(3.21)
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b:2hi¡z(lr, -lai¡)-4F1 coscr (tf, -xaf )

(3.22)+4F1 sincr(tfr-r¿¡f)

c=!¿ifz-4FlcosotxdiÍ+4[1sino-z¿¡¡ (3.23)

For the intersection with the main reflector, these quantities are given by

= (xf s - r¿¡f )z

-2xd¡f (xf, -x¿¡f )+2F1 cosct (tÍ, -r¿¡f )

-4Fz(tfr-z¿¡f)

" 
: xdiÍz +2F1 cos a xdif - 4 F2z¿¡¡

* F rzcos2 o + 4 F1F2 sin a - 4 F22

(3.24)

(32s)

(3.26)

Using a ray fixed coordinate system, the diffracted field at the diffraction

point can be obtained from the incident field at the same location using [63]

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(331)

þl:]: ["t "î] [il;] (327)

syntax error fíle ch3, between lines 421 and 121 where , Ego , Eù.' and EU.i are

given by

r Sxlrlr:-' lsxrI

p=.î xû

. .î.x irlr': 

-

' l$.xr|

F': s'x $'



where í i. a unit tangent vector

tions (2.10)-(2.11)l and .î' and

diffracted rays respectively.
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the edge at the point of diffraction [equa-

are unit vectors along the incident and

to

s

The diffracted field at a distance s from the diffraction point is given by

Eo(,):E'd(o)\fffi-e-iks (3s2)

where Ed(O) is the diffracted field at the point of diffraction and p is the

caustic dístance given by [63]

(3.33)
ø sin2 po

and prt is the radius of curvature of the incident wave at the diffraction point

and in the plane of incidence; ft, is a unit vector normal to the edge and

directed towards the centre of curvature of the edge at the point of

diffraction, a is the radius of curvature of the edge [equations (2.4]-(2.7)ì , S'

and .î are unit vectors in the directions of the incident and the diffracted rays,

respectively and;9o is the angle between.î'(or.î)and the tangent to the edge

at the point of diffraction.

To compute the far field of the antenna, the most significant diffracted

rays are selected and considered in the aperture field calculations. These

diffracted rays include all the singly diffracted rays from the main and sub-

reflector edges, diffracted rays from the ed¿es of the main reflector after

reflection at the edges of the sub-reflector and doubly diffracted rays,

diffracted from the edges of the main reflector after diffraction from the

edges of the sub-reflector. The symbols and the nature of these rays are listed

;- 'T. ^Ll^ 2 l -+^-+i- - f-^- -^.'? "'t ^-- --.'f i. +l' - ¿lira¡f -ot f-n- f ha faorl an rìl¡l I oulv J.r ùLG rttrE, r¡vu¡ rcJJ w¡¡v¡v L4J ¡ ¡ù f¡rv sl¡vv! ¡4J.¡¡vu luv ^v!s ¡!¡s

ray2 is the reflected ray from S 2 af.ter reflection from S 1 . It is important to

note that at any point on the aperture, rays 7(a) and 7(b), 8(a) and 8(b), 9(a)

11_--¿
¡

P Pri
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symbol nature

rayl direct from the feed

rayZ reflected from .S 2 after reflection from S 1

ray3 singly diffracted from edge q'q"

ray4 singly diffracted from edge p"q"

ray5 singly diffracted from edge p'q'

ray6 singly diffracted from edge p'p"

rayT(a) diffracted from edge c'c" after reflection at edge q'q"

rayT(b) diffracted from edge c'c" after diffraction from edge q'q"

rayT rayT(a) + rayT(b)

rayS(a) diffracted from edge m'mo after refiection at edge p'p"

rayS(b) diffracted from edge m'm" after diffraction from edge p'po

rayS rayS(a) + rayS(b)

ray9(a) diffracted from edge m"c" after reflection at edge p"qo

ray9(b) diffracted from edge m"c" after diffraction from edge p"q"

tay9 ray9(a) + ray9(b)

rayl0(a) diffracted from edge m'c' afte¡ reflection at edge p'q'

ray10(b) diffracted frcm edge m'c' after diffraction from edge p"q"

rayl0 rayl0(a) + raylO(b)

rayll singly diffracted from edge moc"

rayl2 singly diffracted from edge m'c'

rayl3 singly diffracted from edge c'c"

rayl4 singly diffracted from edge m'm"

Table 3.1. The rays included in the aperture field calculations.
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and 9(b), and 10(a) and 10(b) are coincidental. Hence, for doubly diffracted

rays, the points of díffraction on S 1 are coincident with the points of

reflection of the doubly reflectd rays, rvhich can be easily determi.ned using

equations (33)-(3.6). This eliminates the need for using a two dimensional

search aigorithm in the case of double diffraction.

(iíi) Éhe antenna f"ar fieEd and tts co-Elonar and cross'polar com-

E)0neE!ts

Using the aperture integration method the far field cornponents can be

calculated from [59]

E ø= ik *cos0 ( F, cosö -Fy sin g)

E 6:ik #coso (F, cos$ -F' sin$)

where k is the wave number, (r,0,$) are

field point and F, and F, are the x and

Fourier transform given by

F : ! En eik(t sin 0 cosô *v sin 0 sin ô) ¿r¿,
AB

The integration is over the

tial field. This aperture field is

the diffracted fields over the

reflectors.

(334)

(3.3s)

the spherical coordinates of the far

y components of the aperture field

(336)

aperture area AB, and fu(r,y) is the tangen-

the summation of the geometrical optics and

selected aperture surface in front of the

If the feed is polarized in the symmetric plane, then using Ludwig's third

defrnition [2A] the co-polar and cross-polar components of the far field radia-

tion pattern are given by

E"o-por(o,0) =80(0,0)cosg -Eó(0,9)sin g (3s7)
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E,ro,, -pot(9,0) 
: E s(0,0) sin $ * Eö(0,$) cos $

If the feed is polarized in the orthogonal plane,

E,o-pot(o,ö) =Ee(0,0)sinS +Eô(0,ö)cos$

E,ror, -pot(0,0) =E s(0,0) cos $ - Eó(0,$) sin $

(338)

these components are given by

(33e)

(3.40)

The antenna gain G is calculated from [16] ,[56]

¡z
dx dy¡

I

I tg-tz dx dy
AB

and the percentage aperture efficiency (or gain factor) r¡ is defined as

lo-
AB4rr(, =...T

À'
(3.41)

o= -G -x100Vo, 
\2/4 ft

The percentage spillover SP is deûned as

P._P-
SP: x700Vo

Pl

where P, is the power radiated by the aperture and given by

P, = # I,*tz dx dy

while P, is the total power radiated

feed pattern, is given by

D - 2¡t t - zm * |

by the feed which in the case

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

of cos'0

(3.4s)

obtained by multiplyingThe overall antenna gain and overall efficiency are

both of G and r¡ by SP.
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3.3 Resu[És ^A,md Ðåscussüons

Based on the aperture field integration method described in the above

sectíon, the predicted radiation patterns have been computed for several

configurations. For simplicity, the feed antenna was assumed to be located on

the main reflector .S 2 In all computations, the feed radiation pattern v/as

assumed to be rotationally symmetric and its electric field distributi.on in the

feed coordinates, was represented by cosm 0 . Consequently, the sub-reflector

geometry was also selected such that it subtended equal angles, from the feed

in two orthogonal planes. However, to control the aperture field distribution,

the feed orientation in the plane containing the feed and the reflector main

axis, was modified to provide unequal tapering To and To at the sub-reflector

edge points p and q, respectively. The far field data were thus obtained for a

main refiector dimensions of Á:32'L, A=0 and different reflector angles ct

and focal lengths. The secondary patterns normally have unequal principal

plane beam widths, thus generate an elliptical beam shape. Defining the prin-

cipal plane 3dB beam widths of the symmetric and orthogonal planes as 01 and

02 respectively, the beam ellipticity is denoted as 0102 . The results and

effects of various parameters on the beam ellipticity, efficiency, side lobe and

cross-polarization levels are presented to indicate the systern performance.

(i) effects of the ar¡Ele beÉween Éhe trvo reflectors

The angle cr is an essential design parameter of the antenna and as such

has a strong effect on its performance. Normally, for a given value of ct the

feed illumination function and its orientation with respect to the sub-reflector

can be modified to control the aperture edge illuminations. FIowever, since

the antenna aperture is rectangular in shape, its beam is elliptical and has

unequal beem widths in the principal planes. In general, the projected aper-

ture shape depends on both a and the sub-reflector focal length F 1 . Fig. 3.1
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shows the variation of A/8, the ratio of the aperture sides, with ct and for

different values of F1 . When the illumination over the aperture is known,

the ratio A/B can be used to determine the beam ellipticíty, using the aperture

integration method. For example, if the sub-reflector edge illuminations at

points p and q are assumed to be Tp:-?-SdB and Tc:-75d8 , respectively,

the dependence of the beam ellipticity on the angle a is shown in Fig. 3.2. It

is clear that the curves of Figs. 3.1 and 32 are similar and they should be

identical in the case of a uniformly illuminated aperture" Flowever, the lowest

ellipticity is for cr = 0 and the effect of the focal lengths on the ellipticity is

stronger than the effect of ct .

The above results were obtained for an antenna with A =32X. As long as

the reflector sizes are large, the above relationships should hold. However, to

indicate the relationship between the actual beam widths and the aperture

size, Fig. 3.3 is included which shows the 3dB beam widths as a function of the

aperture length A, for a special case of F t/e = 0.5 and cr :0 .

The cross-polarization of dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors is generally

low. The peak cross-polarization is in the asymmetric plane and is significant

when the feed is polarized in the asymmetric plane. For this polarization, the

dependence of the peak cross-polarization on the angle cr is shown in Fig. 3.4.

In all cases, the aperture length is A :32À , A =0 , Fz:Ft(l * sinct) ,

Tp=-25d8 ,Ts:-1.5d8 . The results indicate that for any focal length F1 ,

the peak cross-polarization is minimized at certain values of ct , below or

above c = 0 . Ge¡¡erally, the magnitude of the value of ct that gives minimu:n

cross-polarization increases with the focal length F1 and is always smaller for

the positive value of cr The effect of c on the peak cross-polarization is

much stronger than the effect of F 1 .
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(Ëü) eËfects of Éhe ss¡b-neflecÉor foca[ EeregÉh

The aperture shape, éJB, depends mainly on the sub-reflector focal

length. For three different values of or , its variation with Fl is shown in Fig.

35, which indicates that the aperture shape approaches asymptoticaily the

square shape.

For a given angle cr the focal length F y aff.ects also the peak cross-

polarization slightly. For cr = 0 its variation with F tle is shov¿n in Fig. 3.6

which is minimized as F t/e approaches 0.43.

(üii) penfûrmance ÞviÉh equal a¡]eÃ'ture edge tapers

In most practical applications, it is desirable to maximize the aperture

efficiency for a given edge illumination. This can be ach.ieved by controlling

the direction of the feed towards the sub-reflector to yield unequal tapering

Tp and To such that Tr-To compensates for unequal .attenuation of their

respective edge rays. trn such a case and for a feed with a symmetric radiation

pattern the aperture edge illuminations are maximum at the central points j, l,

m and c of Fig. 2.1. For two different values of edge tapers (-10 and -z0dts) ,

at these points, the reflector far field patterns are shown in Figs. 3i7 and 3.8,

they were computed for a:0 and 42o , A=321,,, A=0 , FL/A:0.875 and

Fz:F t(l + sincr) . Fig.3.7 shows the results for -10d8 edge tapers where the

first side lobes are at about -22d8levels. The peak cross-polarization however,

have different nnaxima, being at about -30d8 for c :0 and -60dts for ct :42"

Fig. 3.8 shows similar results for -20d8 edge tapers, where the side lobes are

reduced to below -35d8, and the aperture efficiencies have dropped to 58 o/o

from about 77 Vo in Fig. 3.7. The peak cross-polarizations are, however, nearly

the same as those of Fíg. 3"7" From Figs. 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8, it ean be seen that

the positive value of e that gives minimum cross-polarization is constant at 42"

for F L/A =0.875 and thus it is independent of the tapering. But, the beam
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ellipticity is affected by the feed illumination specially at cr = 0 trn Fig. 3.8

the beam ellipticities at cr=0 and a=42o are 1..47 and2.l3, respectively com-

pared with ellipticities of 1,.17 and 2 in Fig. 3.7.

(iv) ehangüng the aperture shape

In dual parabolic reflector antennas it is also possible to select the aper-

ture dimensions A and B arbitrarily, within a certain limit, to generate far

field patterns with different beam widths and side lobe levels. Tables 32 and

33 show the results of the aperture tapers and the far field patterns for

different B/A values where A=32'¡r, A=0 ,Ft/A:Fz/A:05 and a:0. In

these tables the edge tapers T^ and T" are -10 and -20d8, respectively. The

results show that for AIB : 42, T j and î¡ aÍe very high and cause excessive

spillover and high side lobe levels. Therefore, BIA should not be reduced to

less than 0.2. If a higher beam ellipticity is needed, a point source feed with

an asymmetric radiation pattern should be used. This is considered in the

next section.

3.4 Ðual Farabolíc Cy[ÍndrücaB Reflecton Antennas With Ásymnnetric

F eed Fatterns

If the feed of the dual parabolic cylindrical antenna has a symmetric radi-

ation pattern and if the sub-reflector geometry is selected such that it subtends

equal angles from the feed in two orthogonal planes, then the obtainable

beam ellipticity is limited and A/B has a maximum ùalue of approximately 4.

For a higher beam ellipticity, a point source with an asymmetric radiation pat-

tern should be used (a sectoral horn for example). In this case any arbitrary

value of A/B can be selected and thus a very high beam ellipticity may be

obtained while maintaining the aperture edge illuminations T; ,Tt,I,, and

1" equal. However; the design of such a feed that provides an asymmetric
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Table 3.2Perlormance of dual parabolic reflectors for different B/4, A=32) ,

Å =0 , FJA=Fz/A=05 , G=0 , T^=Tr=-lAdB and feed illumination

= [ cos o]z.oo .

B/A o.z 03 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8

T¡ and fr, dB -1.85 -350 -5.72 -8.64 -12.7 -76.4 -2L.4

T^ atd T j, dB -10 -1.0 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10

aperture efficiency Vo 92.49 9135 89.43 86.11 8138 75.75 69.62

overall ef.ficiency Vo 61.6 72.74 77.97 78.98 7632 72.95 67 ß5

spillover 7o 33.77 2,038 7282 828 5.48 3.70 255

1st side lobe, dB, Ö = 0 -t92 -19.0 -19.0 -18.9 -18.8 -18.9 -18.9

lst side lobe, dB, 0 = 90o -193 -15.5 -77.4 -203 -24.9 -333 -35.1

peak cross-pol, dB -45.7 -42ß -40.7 -39.4 -38.6 -38.0 -318
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Table 3.3 Performance of dual parabolic reflectors for different B/4, A :321, ,

A=0 , Ft/A=Fz/A:05 , c:0 , T^=Tr=-20d8 and feed íllumination
: Icos o]ts'zs .

B/A 0.2 03 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 08

T¡ alrdT¡,dB -384 -7.26 -12.1, -18.2 -?53 -34.9 -45.4

T^ andTj,dB -20 -20 -20 -2A -2r -20 -20

aperture efficiency Vo 76.% 7452 69.73 62.94 5550 48.69 42.95

overall efficiency Vo 69.1 77ßO 68-76 6259 55i7 48.& 42.93

spillover 7o ß.21 3.65 139 056 o-23 0.11 0.048

Lst side lobe, dB, Ö = 0 -35.7 -352 -35.0 -34.9 -3+.t -34.8 -343

lst side lobe, dB, 0 = 90o -22.4 -782 -235 -363 -37.O -5t2 -93.6

peak cross-pol, dB -43.8 -4Ð.9 -393 -38.4 -38.0 -38.9 -37I
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radiation pattern may not be an easy task and, in soifre cases, the feed size

may be larger than the reflector sizes.

For example, choosing A/E = 10 the radiation patterns of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8

are recalculated using the same feed pattern in the plane of symmetry. trn the

asymmetric plane, the feed patterns of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 are multiplied by a

feed ellipticity factor to provide the sarne reflector's edge illuminations. The

results are presented in Figs 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. In Fig. 3.9 the beam

ellipticities are about 103 and 105 where the feed ellipticity factors are 6.53

and 4.97 for c :0 and 42o , resçtectively. The corresponding beam ellipticities

in Fig. 3.10 are about 11 and 12.5 with feed ellipticity factors of 6.66 and 5.04,

respectively. The side lobe levels are in the same range as those of an antenna

with a symmetric feed pattern, provided the edge 
.illuminations 

are the same.

However, the cross-polarizations are lower, especially for ct :0 .

3,5 Offset Dual Panabolic Cylindrical Reflectors

In some applications, it is not feasible or straightforwar'd to determine the

geometrical parameters of the dual parabolic cylinders which satisfy the design

requirements. Or, given a design it may not be feasible to avoid the aperture

blockage by the feed and its supporting structure. In such cases, it may be

desirable to use an offset geometry for the sub-reflector as sholvn in Fig. 3.11.

Furthermore, in many applications the structural peculiarities of the offset

reflector may be used to some advantages. For example, in the design of space

craft antennas, an offset configuration may have a nrore suitable geometry

than a non-offset design. Thus, it is desirable to investigate its electrical per-

formance.

The effect of the offset angle 0o on the beam ellipticity is computed and

the result is shown in Fig. 3.12 for a configuration with ,A = 32X , Å :0 and

ct :0. For small offset angles of less than 35o , the effect of 0o on the beam
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Fig3.11 Offset dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors
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ellipticity is negligible. FIowever, as the offset angle increases, the beam ellip-

ticity reduces gradually. By modifyrng F 1 , it was found that the results are

similar for any value of Fl as long as F1/A<1 . If. FL/A)1 , the effect of the

offset angle on the beam ellipticity is smaller.

The dependence of the peak cross-polarization on the offset angle is

shown in Fig. 3.13. Contrary to the non-offset systems, the cross-polarization

of any offset system reaches its peak value in the plane of symmetry. As is

expected, the cross-polarization increases by increasing the offset angle.

The co-polar and cross-¡rolar radiation patterns corresponding to Figs. 3.7

and 3.8 and for an offset angle 0o = 30o are plotted in Figs. 3.1,4 and 3.15,

respectively. For cr :0 , the beam widths and beam ellipticities are almost the

same as those of the non-offset configurations, but for a:42o they aÍe

srnaller. Flowever, the efficiencies and side lobe levels are in the same range.

The peak cross-polarization level is much higher especialiy in the symmetric

plane. The angle cr still have strong effects on the cross-polarization levels in

both principal planes. In Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 the peak cross-polarization levels

at a = 0 are about -16d8 in both planes. At o¿ : 42" they are reduced to -25d8

in the symmetric plane and -29d8 in the asymmetric plane.

3.6 Ðesign Frocedure F or A, Fencít Beann Antenna [Isüng Ðu¡atr E]ara-

holic Cylinclnical Reflectons

From the results of this chapter it is clear that, u.sing symrnetric r"eeci radi-

ation patterns, dual parabolic cylindrical antennas yield elliptical beam shapes,

and the ellipticity depends mainly on the sub-reflector focal length F 1 . Also

for a given value of. F 1/A , the cross-polarization is minimized at two values of

ct , one being positive and the other negative. The side lobe level depends

mainly on the feed tapering.
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Thus to design a pencil beam antenna using dual parabolic cylindrical

reflectors, we may start by :

(1) Determining the aperture length A that approximately results in the

required beam widths. This can be done using Fig. 33. and taking into

account the effect of the illumination.

(2) Then using Figs 3.1, 3.2 or 35 one may select the value of Fi that yields

the desirable beam ellipticity.

(3) For this value of F1 the two values of ct that give minimum cross-

polarization can be found from Fig.3.4. Out of these two values of cr one

can choose one which will provide better radiation characteristics or

better structural dimensions.

(4) The main reflector focal length may be calculated using equation (2.1).

(5) The width B of the aperture of the antenna can then be determíned as it

will be shown in the next chapter.

(6) Finally, the dimensions of the flat sheets, that can be bent to provide the

parabolic cylindrical reflectors, are calculated from equations (2.55)-(2.56)

and (2.64)-(2.6s).

In this design procedure the feed is assumed to be located on the main

reflector S2 and A is assumed to be zero. The feed tapering is chosen accord-

ing to the required side lobe level. Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 can be used to estimate

side lobe levels for different feed tapers. The feed axis should be oriented

such that the aperture edge illuminations are equal. This will be discussed, in

details, in the next chapter. If the required beam ellipticity can not be

satisfied, feeds with asymmetric radiation patterns should be used. If the feed

blockage can not be avoided, an offset dual parabolic cylindrical antenna

should be utilized.
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For example to design an antenna with beam widths in the principal

planes less than 5o and an ellipticíty less than 2, it can be seen from Fig. 3.3

that an aperture length of about A:321,. can satisfy the beam width condition

at any tapering. Then, using Fig. 3.1, one fi¡rds that F,lA:0.875 is a suitable

value from the requi.red elliptlcity. FIence, using Fig. 3.4 it is evident that at

F t/e:0.875 the cross-polarization is minimum at s. = -44o and *42" . Calcu-

lating the radiation patterns at these two angles it is found that at e: -44o

the main beam shape is not smooth. Therefore, the value of ct : i4Zu is pre-

ferred and the predicted radiation pattern at this angle is computed at two

different aperture edge illuminations (-10 and -20d8) and the results are those

which are presented in Figs 3.7 and 3.8. The feed radiation patterns were

determined by trial and error to get the required aperture edge illuminations.



CËIAPT'ER. EV

CTMPACT' R..&NGES

4,1 Emtrod¿¡cÉion

Testing of microwave antennas usually requires that the antenna be

illuminated by a uniform plane electromagnetic wave. ËIowever, generation of

such a wave is a difficult task. Conventional techniques require that a

transmitting antenna be located at a sufficient distance from the test antenna

such that, its spherical wavefront closely approximates a uniform plane wave

incident upon the test antenna. Since ranges of several hundred or several

thousand feet often are required, far-zone measutrernents usuall¡r are taken on

outdoor installations which are subject to adverse weather conditions and the

effects of range reflections.

The advantages of having laboratory methods for measuring antenna pat-

terns indoor, "compact ranges", were recognized many years ago. trn compact

ranges the uniform plane wave is created by a collimating system close to the

antenna under the lest. The diverging rays from the feed are colliraated by a

collimating device and the test antenna is iocated in the collimated beam.

Most of the early attempts used lenses as the collimating device, but later

attempts used reflectors [64].

Woonton, Borts, and Carruthers [65] conducted X-band cornpact range

experiments using metal-plane lenses as collimating devices. Trials with a

stepped lens of 35 wave lengths square aperture were not successful, and the

failure was attributed to the diffraction effects caused by the steps. An

unstepped lens of rectangular aperture 35 by 7 wavelengths proved more suc-

cessful over a limited angular range. However, the performance of the meas-

urement range was limited by diffraction from the edges
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The errors arising in the measurement of antenna patterns by means of a

collimating lens were later examined theoretically by Woonton, Carruthers,

Elliot, and Rigby [6ó]. They found that the errors can be reduced by increas-

ing the size of the collimating lens, and predicted that a large lens, 40

wavelengths in diarneter, may be used for the precision measurement of the

pattern of any radiating aperture of dimensions not less than L0 wavelengths

and not more than 20 wavelengths over an angular interval tha.i includes the

second side lobe.

In a later work, Mentzer [67] used a dielectric lens of low dielectric con-

stant. The lens was 33 wavelengths in diameter, and was constructed of styro-

foam having a dielectric constant of about 1.03. Using material with sucir a

low dielectric constant reduced reflections at the lens surfaces to an accept-

able level, however, a large focal length was required (F/D : 10). The use of

such a lens reduced the required length of the measurement range, but the

long focal length tends to disqualify such a range frona being described as

"compactn.

Johnson et al. [68] demonstrated that far-field measurements with full-size

antennas can be made on indoor compact ranges using reflectors. Two range

configurations were constructed, one was a line-source range consisting of a

parabolic-cylinder reflector with a line source, and the cther was a point-

source range consisting of a paraboloidal reflector with a small horn feed.

The line-source range has a serious disadvantage. For such a range, it is
difficult, in practice, to change frequency bands. For any Iarge change in fre-

q¡rency it is necessary to alter the physical size of the line-source to maintain

proper illumination over the aperture of the parabolic-cylindrical reflecior.

Furthermore, the line source is not easy to design nor to construct.

On the other hand, the point source range is very expensive and has lim-

ited working area (test zone area I compact range reflector). The compact
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range reflector diameter should be 3 to 4 times larger than that of the test

antenna. Furthermore, the upper frequency limit is about 30 GHZ. For

higher frequencies the range performance drops rapidly. The main problem is

a mechanical one, as the reflector surface accuracy (surface deviations from

the true paraboloidal shape) determines the upper frequency limit.

4.2 Ð¡¡a! Fanabolic Cy[ümüricaå Aurtenna As Á. Compact Ramge

The use of dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors as a compact range was

described recently by Vokurka [66]. Due to the increased focal length, the

uniformity of the amplitude distribution across the final aperture is increased

considerably compared to the conventional paraboloidal designs. Also,

accoriiing to the system geometry, the cross-polar component is expected to be

at very low levels, compared to the offset paraboloidal systems. Furthermore,

the mechanical advantages play an important part, in particular at frequencies

above 30 GHZ, due to the fact that the cylindrical reflectors are relatively

easy to manufacture and a high degree of surface accuracy may be obtained.

Since information on the quality of their aperture field distribution is not

available, this study is made to determine the dependence of the aperture

amplitude and phase distributions on the reflector and feed parameters.

To indicate the nature of the aperture field distribution Fig. 4.1 is

included, which shows both co-polar and cross-polar field contours of a

configuration with .A =80\ , A=40\ , F¡fA=3 , Fz=Z , ct:-30o a¡d

Tq=-0.IdB. V/ith a scalar feed, the contours of uniform co-polar field lines

on the projected aperture are nearly elliptical in shape. Sample calculations in

Fig, 4.1 show that the co-polar aperture field tapering can be retained at better

than 0.2d8, over half of the aperture. The cross-polar field distribution is

better than -40d8, over the same aperture area. The uniformity of the co-

polar field can be improved by increasing the focal length F 2 f.or example.
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Fig.4.1 Co-polar and cross-polar contours over the aperture of a dual par-

abolic cylinders, vertical polarization, .á:80À , A = 40À , F\fA =3 ,

F z/e =2 o & = -30o and I, : -0.ldB .

(b) cross-polar

(a) co-polar
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Sample results are shown in Fig. 4.2, where by increasing F zlA from 2 to 3,

the above 02dB tapering is now extended over the entire âperture. The

cross-polar data, however, have deteriorated to -30d8.

It should be noted that the results presented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 are for

the vertical polarization of the field on the aperture. For the horizontal polar-

ization case, the co-polar distributions are similar to the above cases, but the

cross-polar distributions are generally symmetric over the aperture and some-

what smaller.

4.3 Ðestgn Of .A Compacú Range {Jsing Ðual Fanabc[ic CyEÊndnicaE

Refïectors

The field distribution over the projected aperture of dual parabolic

cylindrical reflectors depends on the orientation of the feed, the tapering of

its raiìiation pattern and the spatial attenuation of the feed and the sub-

reflector fields. This spatial attenuation is a function of the geometrical

parameters of the configuration, namely the reflector focal lengths and the

angle between the two reflectors.

Fig. 4.3 shows the projection of a compact range configuration on the

symmetric plane. The feed orientation is specified by the angle 1 which is the

angle between the feed axis and the normal from the feed point f to .S 1 . It is
considered positive if the rotation frcm the normal "f0" to the feed axis ofe" is

counter clockwise. Point e is the intersection of the feed axis with S 1 . The

feed angle is 2rþ , which is the angle subtended by the sub-reflector at the feed

point and can be calculated from

ù=05cos
Gp - x¡) (xo - t¡) + (zp - r¡) (zn - z¡)-'I

t ffiW (4.1)

wlrere (x¡ , z¡), (xp , zr) and (xo , zo) are the coordinates of points f, p and q
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Fig.42 Co-polar and cross-polar contours over the aPerture of a dual par-

abolic cylinders, vertical polarization, .,{ =80À , A = 40À , FtfA=3 ,

F z/e =3 , G = -A)o and T, = -0.1.d8 .

(b) cross-Polar

(a) co-polar
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respectively. The tapering of edges p and q of the sub-reflector

the feed pattern, and the angles "y and rþ.

F'or a given feed pattern, the uniformity of the co-polar field

ture depends on the differences between the central distance r"

the edge distances r, and ro . A uniformity factor UIJF" is defined

depends on

on the aper-

and both of

AS

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4"4)

(rF:ll "-" +"-'"2l' 
" 

re

:so [ 'o *!t -r1l,'" rc I

[ .,

:so I cos(Ù + lt l) *I r'
[ "or1

uF :s0 [ fo'Ï , +-
I cos($+ l1l)

1

, ].,,0

cos (rl¡ - lry | )

F1

_4,

FL

cos'y

, cosT- codù- ryD -2

Thus the uniformity factor depends only on the angles "y and rþ .

It is known that all rays eminating from the point source f towards the

aperture 'agb' travel equal distances, Fig. 43. For the three rays emínating

from f towards the aperture edge points a, b and the central point g this can

be expressed in the form

,p * p^p *lt =r" *phu *1, =ro * pro *lo

Although these three rays travel equal distances, they are not equally

attenuated. This is because of the fact that, these rays have spherical \rave-

fronts from f to Sr, cylindrical wavefronts from.Sl to 52 and plane wave-

fronts from,S2 to the aperture plane and thus have different attenuation fac-

tors. For a given feed pattern the uniformity of the aperture field is a
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function of the differences between the attenuation of the central ray nfehg"

and those of the aperture edge rays "fpmb" and ofqca". Reducing these

attenuation differences improves the uniformity of the aperture field.

From the definition of the uniformity factor UF it can be seen that reduc-

ing UF reduces the differences between r, and each of ro and ro As a

result, it also reduces the component of npqo perpendicular to the feed axis.

Reducing this perpendicular component of "pq', results in reducing the

differences between p¡, and both p.o and po". Moreover, for a constant aper-

ture length A, reducing the component of "pq" perpendicular to the feed axis

results in increasing the flatness of the main reflector S2 and hence reduces

the differences between /, and both /o and 16 . This can be also concluded

from equation (4.4). Thus, reducing the uniformity factor UF reduces the

differences between the attenuation of the central ray "fehg" and those of the

aperture edge rays "fpmb' and "fqcao In other words, reducing the unifor-

mity factor improves the uniformity of the aperture field.

The angle 1 is an offset angle between the feed and the sub-reflector in

the plane of symmetry. As it is known from laws of geometrical optícs the

polarization of the reflected field is different from that of the incident field

and their difference increases with the offset angle. . Thus, the cross-

polarization level, on the aperture depends mainly on the angle 1 . Increasing

the magnitude of 1 increases the cross-polarization. If the feed is vertically

polarized along the y-axis, Fig. 2.1, then the y and x-components are the co-

polar and cross-polar components, respectively. The feed can also be horizon-

tally polarized along the unit vector Isin("y +cr) í *cos(1 +cr) É]. In this case

the co-polar and cross-polar components of the aperture field are opposite of

the above case"
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(ü) effecÉ of Éhe Ëeed ortemÉaÉËon om ÉËse a6lenture f'åeåd disúa'íh¡¡úËCIm

As it was shown before, the contours of uniform co-polar field lines on

the aperture are nearly eiliptical in shape and the location of their centre

depends on the feed orientation. It can be shown that the aperture edge

illuminations can be made equal by satisfying the following relationship

EoAo:EoA,

Ep : cosn rþo

Eo = cosß rþ,

where ùo and ùo are

ofq", respectively, and

üp =ù +r

*c = û - r

the angles between the feed

given by

(4.8)

(4"e)

and the lines 'fp' and

(4.10)

(4.11)

co-polar field

tapering now

UF which is a

(4.s)

where Eo and Eo are the electric field intensities in the directions of the sub-

reflector edges p and q, respectively and Ao and Au are the ray divergence fac-

tors associated with the same edge points, Fig. 4.3. These divergence factors

are given by the following equations

eo=1Çffi (4.6)

(4.7)

presented by cost 0, Ep and Eo are given by

eo=ffi
If the feed radiation pattern is

axls

When equation (a5) is satisfied, the contours of uniform

lines become nearly symmetric ellipses on the aperture. Their

depends primarily on the feed pattern and the uniformity factor

function of the geometrical parameters F t/A , F 2fA and u .
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(ii) eflflecÉ of Éhe nefl[ecÉon flocaE [engths

The uniformity factor I-IF is plotted in Fig. 4.4 as a function of. F 1lA at

different values of. F 2lA where .4 :80À , A :40L , and <r : -50o It shows

that the uniformity factor decreases, and hence the uniformity of the co-polar

field improves, by increasing F 1lA andlor reducing FzlA . The effect of Fl is

much stronger than that of. F 2 . Although increasing F r improves the unifor-

mity, F t/e should not be excessively large, otherwise it will disquatify such a

range from being described as ocompact range". Therefore, in all our calcula-

tions the focal lengths are selected such that F J¿= 3 and Frle=3 .

The dependence of the angle "y on Fl and F2 is shown in Fig.4.5. Gen-

erally, the cross-polarization improves by increasing F tle and/or reducing

F z/e which reduces the magnitude of ^y

As it was mentioned before, using a rotationally symmetric feed pattern

aad selecting the sub-reflector geometry such that it subtends equal angles in

the two orthogonal planes, the aperture of the configuration will be rectangu-

lar in shape of dimensions A and B. It can be shown that for any

configuration with an aperture length A, the aperture width B is given by

B:4o,#tt\ry-,1 (4.r2)

The variation of the aperture shape, A/8, with F1 and F2 is shoivn in Fig.4.6.

Increasing Ft/e and/or Fz/,a, reduces A/8. The effect of F1 on AJB is much

stronger than the effect of. F 2 .

The ratios between the surface area of the main reflector and that of an

equivalent paraboloid of focal length F 1 and having the same aperture area,

^-- ^l^++^J i- E;^ A'l ^- S"-^+í^-- ^f D /A ^-,I D l^' I-^-^^^:-- D I a4¡v Prvrrwu ur I rË,. '?., (rù rt¡I¡lyrt\rrlù \.rÀ t L/n o.rt\l t 2/tr . I¡lç.tç(lùLlté t- 2/ 1-r.

increases the flatness of the main reflector and hence reduces its surface area.

Increasing F t/e have a similar effect on the equivalent paraboloid.
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The regions for the location of the feed for different values of F 1 and F 2,

Fig. 23, are listed in Table 4.1 for the cases of ct = -50o. If. F LIA = 05 and

F zle =25 the feed will be completely blocked.

(iiå) effecË of'Êhe feed nadËaÊion paÉÉerm

For any dual parabolic cylinder configuration, the beann width of the feed

radiation pattern has a strong effect on the uniformity of the aperture field.

A wide beam width of the feed improves the uniformity. The limiting factor

for increasing the feed beam width is the spillover past the sub-reflector ,

which can be indicated by the tapering of sub-reflector edge points p and/or q

( Tp and To respectively). For any specified values of. To and To (or spill-

over), the feed beam width is again a function of .the geometrical parameters

F t , Fz and cr For s¡ample, fixing To at -0.1d8, the feed 10dB beam angles

are given in Fig. 4.8, at different values of focal lengths where A = 80À ,

A =40\ and a = -50o. In this example, a cost0 feed pattern is used where m

is determined by solving the equation

t
laro/Zom 1' * ror,no. _ 1 : otanãþ J

l0Tr/20n
sin 2rþ

calculated from equation (4.$ where 1o

(4.13)

artd To are related to Eoand

and

To is

Eo bY

T p = 20 logls E,

Tq =20logrcE,

(4.14)

(4.t4)

Thus, changing Ft/e and/or Fzle keeping Tq:-0.7d8 , results in chang-

ing both the uniformity factor and the feed 10dB beam angle. Hence, the

tapering of the co-polar field of the aperture will be changed according to

these two factors. In Fig. 4.9, the co-polar levels at points m or c of the
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Table 4.1 Location of the feed for different focal lengths, ,4 : B0ì, , Â = 40À

andct=-50o.

Fzþ

F t/a 05 1.0 15 2.0 2s 3.0

05 2 , 6 7 I 1

1 2 a n 2 2 5

1.5 2
,, 2 2 a n

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2.5 2 2 n 2 2 2

3 2 2 a, 2 2 2
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aperture are presented as functions of F1 and F2 .

As an example, the contours of co-polar field lines are shown in Fig.

a.10(a) for a configuration rvith Ftl¿:3,F2fA:1.5 and Tq=-}.ldB . From

Fig. 4.8, one can see that the feed 10dB t¡eam angle is 26o (point a). Ì.Iow, to

reduce F tle to 2 instead of 3, we have two choices. The first possibility is to

use the same feed pattern and modify Zn In this case one can use Fig. 4.4

(points a and b) which indicates that the uniformity factor increases (from a

to b) and hence the aperture uniforrnity of the co-polar field over the aperture

deteriorates, as it is shown in Fig. 4.10(b). Alternatively, to reduce F 1/A by

keeping I, constant at -0.1.d8, one can select a different feed pattern. In this

case, one can use Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 (points a and c). Fig. 4.8 shows that the

new feed 10dB beam angle is about 34.5o (point c), while Fig.4.9 indicates that

the uniformity of the aperture co-polar field improves by reducing F t/e (from

a to c). The field contours over the aperture of the new configuration are

shown in Fig. a.10(c).

The cross-polarization over the aperture of the dual parabolic cylinders at

different values of focal lengths, using different feed patterns and keeping

Tq=-AJíB , is also calculated and the results are presented in Fig.4.11.

Both Fl and F2 have strong effects on the cross-polarization level. Its peak

decreases with F lA but increases with an increase of. F 2/A .

(üv) effect of the angle betweem Éhe ref[ectors

Ail the above results were obtained at a constant angle betrveen the two

reflectors, i.e. ct = -50o This specific value of cl was chosen since it was

found that at a = -50o , there is no blockage for most of different cornbina-

tions of F1 and F2 ¡ âS shown in Table 4.1. Furthermore, G.: -50o is con-

sidered as a suitable starting value of an acceptable range of cr varying from

-50o to +50o.
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Fig.4.10(a) C-ontours of uniform co'polar and cross-polar field lines over

the aperture of different configurations, FJ¡ =3, Fz/A:15, .á :80À,

Å =40Àu G, = -Soo Ts = {.1d8 and feed l0dB beam angle =26o.

cross-polar
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F'ig.a"l0(b) Contours of uniform co-polar and cross-polar field lines over

the aperture of different configurations, Ft/a=2u F2fA =1.5,.á =80Àu

A *40Àu q, : -50o, Tn - 4.%d8 and feed 10dB beam angle =26o.

cross-polar

co-polar
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cross-Polar

co-polaf

Fig.4.10(c) Contours of uniform co-polar and cross-polar field lines over

Êhe aperture of different configurations, FJe:2, F2f,4,:lj,.á =g0À,
A *40À oor o -5(P,Tq * 4.1,d8 and feed l0dB beam angle =3d-f .
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Now, Fig. 4.12 shows the dependence of the uniformity factor UF on c. at

different combinations of F 1 and F 2 . The variation of the angle 1 with a is

presented in Fig. 4.13. The effect of the angle c{ on the aperture shape and

the main reflector surface area can be seen in Figs. 4.14 and 4.1.5 respectively.

Again, fixing To at -0.1d8 and changing or , the feed 10dB beam angles are

shown in Fig. 4.16, while the co-polar and the peak value of the cross-polar

components of the aperture field are plotted in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 respectively.

The location of the feed at different values of a is listed in Table 4.2.

(v) effects of the edge diffraeted fieEds

trn the above analysis , the edge diffracted fields were neglected and only

geometrical optics fields were considered. The edge diffracted rays are

expected to have a small effect on the aperture field sínce, (i) compact ranges

always have large reflectors, larger than any test antenna, (ii) the edges can be

folded or corrugated and/or surrounded by absorbers, (iii) usually, not the

whole aperture size is used, but only its central region, where the effect of the

diffracted fields is minimum, (iv) in compact ranges the focal lengths aie usu-

ally large and hence the feed is far from the sub-reflector.

To examine these possibilities, the co-polar and cross-polar components of

the aperture field are re-calculated, for many cases, with the main diffracted

rays included. Ttre symbols and the nature of the included diffracted rays are

the same as those which were listed in Table 3.1 and the fields associated with

them are calculated in the same way as it has been descril¡ecl in the last

chapter.

As an example, Fig. 4.19 shows the co-polar and cross-polar components

of the aperture field of the three configurations of Fig. 4.L0, but with the edge

diffracted fields included. Comparing Fig. 4.19 with Fig. 4.10, it can be seen

that the main effect of the diffracted rays is to make fhe co-polar and cross-
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30 6 6 B 7 5 o()

40 I 6 1 7
.,

1

50 1 6 1 1 2 I
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Table 4.ZLocatíon of the feed at different angles d, A:80 X and A :40 }t
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Fig.4.19(a) Same as Fig.4.10(a,),

included. The distance between

plane =200À.

but with the edge

the reflector edges

diffracted fieids

and the aperture
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Fig.4.t9(c) Same as Fig.4.10(c),

included. The distance between

plane = 200À.
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diffracted fields
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polar contours wavy instead of being smooth. Also, the effect is stronger on

the co-polarization results. The effect of the diffracted rays depends on the

geometry of the configuration, and mainly on the feed tapering. Reducing the

feed tapering, generally, reduces the effect of the diffracted field, which can

be verified by comparing Fig. 4.19(b) with Fig. a"19(c).

To see the contribution of each diffracted ray in the aperture field,

Tables a3@)a3(c) are included that show the amplitudes and phases of each

ray at five equally spaced points on the line "uv", Fig. 4.19(a), which lies in the

middle of the upper half of the aperture and parallel to its upper edge. These

amplitudes and phases are normalized to the reflected field at ttie centre of

the aperture. The amplitudes and phases of the total field are also included in

these tables. As it is seen in the tables, the fields associated with these

diffracted rays are at very low levels (less than -40d8) and none of them is

very effective. The total phase distortion across the aperture is very small and

is always less than one degree.

In calculating the fields of Fig. 4.19 and Tables 4.3, the aperture plane was

selected at a distance of 200)t, from the reflector edges. As the aperture plane

moves towards the reflectors, the effect of the diffracted field increases" In

some cases, if the aperture plane is selected too close to the reflectors, the

direct field from the point source (rayl) may become the dominant one" In

such a case, the aperture plane should be moved further away from the

reflectors or another configuration should be selected such that the feed main

beam is not directed towards the aperture plane.

To see the effect of the distance between the aperture plane and the

reflectors on the contribution of the diffracted rays, the fields of Fig. 4.19 and

Tables 4.3 are recomputed on an aperture at a distance of 100À from the

reflectors instead of 200À The new results are presented in Fig. 420 a:;td

Tables 4.4. It is evident that the effect of the diffracted fields in Fig. 4.20 ís
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point I J 4 5

amfl. phase anpl. phasc aropl. phase s¡npl. phasc ampl. phase

r8y dB dcg. dB deg. dB deg. dB deg. dB dcg.

rayl T x' I x x X x x x

tay2 -x7 0.0 DM2 0.0 ßn4 0.0 -092 0.0 -.453 0.0

ray3 -766 3039 -78.6 -156. {0.7 @.70 -83.4 -506 {6.6 -103.

ray4 I I x T x x x ¡ x I

ray5 T I I I x I x T x I

ray6 -706 8ß52 -72.0 -12D. -73.4 28.12 -750 -776. -76.8 8358

rayT -50.9 26.01 -535 -139. -56.9 1522 422 1333 -ni 734.7

rayB x x -75.6 -86.1 -64.7 -24.0 ó0.1 -28.3 -57.0 -88.1

ray9 I x -57.7 37 il -592 2s.52 â.7 9362 -62.3 -.j2ß

rayl0 x x -56.9 -775. -582 9lo0 -59.5 -31ó .-60.8 1603

rayll x x I I x x T I

ray72 x I x x x x x x x I

rayl3 -9ó6 fi.n -96.5 -103. -96.4 -773. -96.3 167.1 -962 r68.9

ray14 I I -50.7 -n.9 -50.7 35.19 -50.7 3t 22 -504 -?ßi

total -.342 .1070 o096 -.105 .1018 2543 -.053 .0655 -.430 -.169

Table a3(a) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance 200À from the reflector edges, .4 :80À ,

A =40À, F z/n = 15, F t/e =3,7q : -0.1d8 .
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point I 2 J 4 5

amfl. phaac srnpl. phase ampl. phasc ampl. phase åmpl. phase

fay dB deg. dB dcg. dB dcg. dB deg. dB deg.

rayl T x T x x x x x x

ray2 .160 0.0 .1697 0.0 22Ut 0.0 .0539 0.0 -283 0.0

ray3 -769 80.12 -79.7 1.49 €3.3 €6.3 x x x x

ray4 x x x I I x I x x x

ray5 x x I x x I x x x x

¡av6 -699 1m. -71.8 -175. -73.8 80.07 I I x ¡

ny'l -52.6 25.76 -51.9 -139. -58. r52. -62.7 133.0 -73.5 134.8

rayS 68.6 45.4 -90.6 69.83 -70.0 -73 r, -63.ó -139. -60.0 7928

ray9 I t -57 2 560ó -58.0 47.71 -58.6 3698 -59.0 2228

rayl0 I T I I x I x x x x

rayll I x x x x x x x x

rayl3 -942 -505 -94.1 1442 -94.0 7438 -939 55 |t2 -939 5692

rayl4 -51.1 tc,62 -51.1 -129. -5 1.1 -104. -5t 2 -168, -512 50.47

total -.4n 2069 ß446 -.üT2 .144 -167 -.121 0687 -.624 2498

Table 43(b) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance 200À. from the reflector edges, .4 :8Û)t ,

Å =40À, F zþ : 15, F # :2,7 q = -036d8
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point I 2 3 5

8EPl. phase ampl. phase ampl. phese ampl. phasc ampl. phaæ

Ìay dB deg. dB dcg. dB deg. dB deg. dB deg.

rayl x x I x x x I 7 T

ray2 -.160 0.0 .16y1 0.0 22U7 0.0 o539 0.0 -2ß3 0-0

ray3 16.9 80.12 t9.7 -1.49 -833 -863 x x x I

ray4 !. x x x x x x x I I

ray5 I I I x x x I I x x

ryå6 ó9.9 -100. -71.8 -775. -73.8 8007 x x x I

rayT -52ß 25;t6 -54.9 -139. -58.02 1519 42.7 1330 -735 134.8

rayB ó8.6 45.4 -90.6 69.83 -70.0 -73.6 -63.6 -139. -60.0 792ß

rayg ¡ I -57 2 56.06 -58.0 47.71 -58.6 37.00 -59.0 2230

rayl0 x -56.9 -13.7 -57.5 -80a -58.0 t68. -583 73.96

rayll x I x x I I I x x x

ray12 I x x I x x x I x x

rayl3 -942 -505 -94.1 1442 -94.1 74.40 -93.9 55.12 -94.0 569

ray 14 -51.1 rc62 -51.1 -729. -51.1 -l0/. -512 168.1 -512 50.47

totsl -.146 2173 .1603 -)?a 2159 -.148 o195 -.028 -254 3010

Table a3(c) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance 200À, from the reflector edges, .'4 :80À ,

A =40)r, F z/e = 15, F t/e =2,7 c 
: -}.ldB
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F'ig.420(a) Sarne as F'ig.4.i9(a), but with an aperture plane at a distanee

lü)À from the reflector edges.
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Fie.a20(b) Same as Fig.4.19(b), but with an sperture pla-ne at a distance

100À from the reflector edges.
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F;- ^A tn1^l Cama oe Fia Á lO¡/¡l hrrt with oñ ânê?trtça nlqne øt q ¡lictqn¡eÄ ¡Ef.fÉv\v, ewv or ^ Áéi.r.¿r\Y¿rt v$r

Lfi)À from the reflector edges.
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poiot 1
a I 4 5

amfl. pbasc ampl. phase ampl. phaee ampl. phase ampl. phasc

ray dB dcg. dB deg. dB deg. dB deg. dB deg'

råyl -74.4 -28.6 -r51. 49.1 -289. -305 x x I x

rey2 -.%7 0.0 f)062 0.0 Ðn3 0.0 --092 0.0 -.453 0,0

ray3 -792 99.83 -83.6 60.7t -91.0 -775 110. 92.82 -9Ð.7 -l 03.

ray4 I I f x x x x I 7

ray5 I x I x I x x x x

ray6 ó94 130. -71.9 4629 -74.3 -145. -7't 2 48.6 -80.7 16.31

ray? -û.4 170. -43.8 -432 47.9 -ltt. -53.8 138.3 -73.9 134;l

rayB -70:t -45.4 -67 5 775.1 -58-9 482 -54.5 -152. -51J -104

ray9 -53.4 8270 -54-7 -10.8 x x x x x x

rayl0 I x -53.8 131.7 -54.8 .76.5 -55.8 -245 -56.7 -145.

ray11 x x x x x I I I x

rayl2 x x x x x x x x x

rayl3 -92:r -157. -92.4 -442 -92.1 -104. -9t.8 138. -91:l 133.7

rayl4 -482 -175. 482 -135. -48.3 1.851 -43.3 -101. -4¡t.4 -535

total -.468 -.086 .o211 -3C9 .1093 -339 113 -234 -350 -.391

Table a.a@) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance 100I from the reflector edges, ,4 = 80À ,

A=40À, Fz/n =15, FJe=3,Tq=-0.ldB.
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point I 3 4 5

ampl. pbase anpl. phase åmpl. p[:ase ampl. pbase ampl. phase

ray dB deg. dB deg dB deg. dB deg. dB d"g.

rayl x x I x x x x x I

ray? -514 0.0 .0489 0.0 .1509 0.0 -,108 0.0 -.65r 0.0

ray3 42.6 64.14 -939 {6.8 -914 1231 -843
'20.7

+1.0 -92i

rsy4 I I I x t I I x x T

ray5 x I x I x x I x x x

rayó -69.4 -50.1 -72.1 -146 -75:t -21.1 -802 20.M -87.6 23-88

fsYT -43.5 -170. 46.4 -4{ì.5 -49.9 -107. -55.4 138.1 -705 134.6

ray8 I I -762 149.6 -62.6 -153. -57.4 -27ß -54.3 -136.

re:'9 I I -r4.4 1094 -549 -9.8 I T -555 -898

rayl0 I I -54.1 -44.8 -54.4 1488 -54.6 -9r8 -51.8 -102.

rayl 1 x x I x x I x x x

tayl2 x ¡ x x x I x I x I

rayl3 -129. 9327 -129. -149. -n9. 148.4 -129. 3126 -1289 n3t

rayl4 x ¡ -531 1083 -538 167.4 -539 60.0 -54.0 -r73.

total -573 o054 ß62 -.114 .1225 115 -fÐ9 -.729 -688 -247

Table 4.4(b) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance L00À from the reflector edges, .4 = B0À ,

A =40À, Fz/n:15, FJA:2,Tq=-0.36d8
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Point I 2 3 4 5

ampl. phaE€ 8!cpl. phase ampl. phase aDpl. phase ampl. phase

f8y dB d"g dB d"g. dB deg. dB deg. dB deg.

rayl I x x x x I x x

ray2 .160 0.0 )6n 0.0 2207 0.0 ,0539 0.0 -283 0.0

ray3 -82.1 63.0ó -93.3 4t.1 -915 123.6 -838 -20.7 *0.5 -922

ray4 x I I I x x x x

rayS x I' x x x I x x I ¡

rn¡ó -69.0 -50.5 -71.7 -147. -752 -215 -79.7 1953 47.0 23.Q

rayT 43.1 -771. -46.0 4{t5 49.6 -107. -55.0 138.1 -703 134ó

r ¡ì-8 x x -7SS -149. 42.1 -r53 -5l.0 -21ß -53.9 -l36 .

reyY x ¡ -54.0 14.53 -51.6 -558 x -54.9 -83.3

rayl0 x I -531 -135 -54.1 -r75. -543 49.7 -54.3 -513

rayl I T I I x x x t x x x

ray72 x x x x x x x x x

rayl3 -902 95.47 -89.9 -r46. -89.7 1503 *9.6 33.79 s9.5 28.U

ray14 I -48J r08a -4{t5 1689 -48.6 -58.5 48.7 -172.

total -219 -.035 2172 -.mt .1751 -.178 .0830 -252 -.317 -2Å6

Table a.a(c) Contribution of each ray in the amplitude and phase distribution

over an aperture plane at a distance 100À, from the reflector edges, .4 = 80)t ,

A=40tr, Fz/e =15, Ft/¡=2,Tq=-0.1d8
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stronger than their effect in Fig. 4.19. This can be seen from the wavy nature

of the field contours. Also the phase distortions in Tables 4.4 are more than

those of Tables 43.
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CONCK,USETNS ANÐ R. ÐCTF"{ME NÐ.&T[TNS F' TR, F'{JT'UR, E W TR, K

The performance of the dual parabolic cylindrical reflecting system, when

used as a pencil beam antenna or a compact range was studied. It was shov¿n

that the f ar field patterns have unequal beam widths and low cross-

polarizations. In addition, since the aperture shape and its edge illuminations

can be selected by independently varying the geometry of the two separate

focussing systems, a variety of field patterns rvith very low cross-polarization

and side lobe levels could be obtained. It was found that the beam ellipticity

depends mainly on the sub-reflector focal length, while the cross-polarization

level depends on the angle between the two reflectors. The results indicated

that for any configuration, the peak cross-polarization level is minimized at

certain values of the angle between the two reflectors, and the magnitude of

the optimum angle increases with the sub-reflector focal length. The possibil-

ity cf using asymmetric feed patterns was also considered by which radiation

patterns with an arbitrary beam ellipticity could be obtained. Further reduc-

tions in the blockage and the feed influence on the system's performance

could be achieved by using offset parabolic cylindrical geometries. A design

procedure of a pencil beam antenna using dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors

was also provided.

Since the reflecting surfaces are curved only in one direction, their fabri-

cation is relatively simple and high tolerance levels can be achieved to

improve their performance. This is particularly advantageous at high frequen-

cies, where surface tolerances limit the reflector performance. FIolever,

because of the relatively large size of the sub-reflector, the size of the overall

system is, usually, larger than that of standard paraboloidal reflectors, for a

gíven aperture size.
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The performance of the system when used as a compact range was also

studied. Dual parabolic cylindrical reflectors have a higher frequency limit

compared to the conventional paraboloidal systems, and due to the increased

focal lengths, the uniformity of their amplitude distribution across the final

aperture is considerably better. Also, due to its geometrical properties, the

cross-polar component of the aperture field is normally lorver, when compared

to that of the offset paraboloidal systems. Furthermore, the flexibility of the

dual system enables one to optimize its performance better than that of single

reflector ranges. It also has an additional property in that its configuration

can be selected to properly fit the available space of a given antenna labora-

tory.

The contours of uniform co-polar field lines on the aperture of dual para-

bolic cylindrical reflectors are nearly elliptical in shape, and the location of

their centre depends on the feed orientation. The uniformity of these co-

polar field lines and the level of the cross-polar fields, over the aperture,

depend on the geometry of the tu'o reflectors and the feed radiation pattern.

The correlation between these factors and the aperture field distribution lvere

studied and presented. It was found that the uniformity of the co-polar field

and the level of the cross-polar field improve by increasing the sut¡-refiector

focal length and/or decreasing the main reflector focal length, and the effect

of the sub-reflector focal length is much stronger than that of the main

reflector focal length.

For any dual parabolic cylinder configuration, the beam width of the feed

radiation pattern has a strong effect on the uniformity of the aperture field.

A wide beam width of the feed improves the uniformity. The limiting factor

for increasing the feed beam width is the spillover past the sub-reflector.

The effect of edge diffracted rays on the aperture field distribution was

also studied. It was found that the fields associatecl with these rays were at
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very low levels and non of them was very effective. The total phase distortion

across the aperture was very small and always less than one degree. It was

also shown that the effect of the diffracted rays depends on the geometry of

the configuration, and mainly on the feed tapering. Reducing the feed taper-

ing, generally, reduces the effect of the diffracted field. The distance between

the aperture plane and the reflector edges is also an important factor. As the

aperture plane moves towards the reflectors, the effect of the diffracted field

increases.

As a recommendation for the future work one may suggest that :

(1) The effects of surface imperfections on radiation patterns should be stu-

died.

(2) When fixing the feed on the main reflectcr, .the blockage effect should

also be considered.

(3) A circular sub-reflector may be used in order to reduce the reflector sizes

and the edge diffracted fields.

(4) The scanning capabilities of the antenna should be investigated.

(5) A detailed study should be carried out on asymmetric feeds used to yield

radiation patterns of arbitrary beam ellipticity.

(6) trn compact range configurations, the use of foìded or corrugated edges

should be studied and an optimization technique should be established to

optimize the corrugated shape.



APPEhIÐIX A

RefTecÉüox¡ tf A Spher'ñcaå Wavefront Frorua

A. PanabolËc Cy[ËndnücaE Refåector

In this appendix, we show that the spherical wave of , an isotropic point

source located at any point on the focal line of a parabolic cylinder fornns a

cylindrical wave, originating at the reffector directrix. Fig. 4.1 shows the

geometry of the problem. The generating curve of the reffector is given by :

y:pxZ , (A.1)1'4r
where f is the focal length. At each point

the principal radii of curvature rR1 and R2

are given by [52]

- -Zpx i '\L
Gp4

3

Rt=-2f Q+4p2t2¡?

R2=-

,' r1-- ,'
^_Ltt¿P*J*'- 

(1 + pzxz)+

ûz= Ê'

Now, consider a reflection

incident field at R is a spherical

by r., the distance from F to It.

pal radii of curvature pr' and p2r

of the parabola the unit normal

and the surface tangents û1 and

n,
u2

point l?(xr, lr,zr) on the

wave and has equal radii of

The reflected wavefront at R

, which are given by [61]

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.s)

(4.6)

cylinder. The

curvature given

has two princi-
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!ts

Fig.A.l Reflection of a spherical wavefront

reflector.

from a parabolic cylindrical
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111tl:--r - r-
pz,L, .t' Ro cosB - [n"zcoszp

1 sin201 sin202

rRo R2 Rl

cosP= û..î' - -1
s.

cos 01: -ûr . ,î'

cos02 --û2.î'= L
s.

-2p xrz+6¡r-yr)

ffiry

(A.7)

(A.8)

field at R, while p ,

and ft2, respectively

(A.e)

(A.10)

(A11)

(A.12.)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.1s)

(A.16)

4 142

-,& 
I

where .î. is a unit vector in the directicn of the incident

01 and 02 are the angles between .î'and each of íi, ût

rvhich may be shown to be

s.

where (x¡ ,lf ,z¡) are the coordinates of the feed point F.

sinceRz:-,then

t,=w
s:

P z,r'

which using (4.1),

P1t:s'

p{:*

,,î +U,-f ¡i +z,t

111,
-_l

s . Ro cosB Ro cosp
{*

A.t2

2
+

Ro cos p
1

s.

) gives(A.8), (,A..li) and (
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Similarly, if nn. is the distance between the point R and the directrix

EG, it can be shown that

F:s. (A.17)

Now, sínce pz' :*, (A.17) inclicates that the reflected rays have a

cylindrical wave front at the directrix EG.



APPENÐIX B

ÐísÉance F¡¡ncÉions For T'he Eelges tf

T'he Ð¡¡a[ Farabo[üc CyRåmcirica[ ReflecÉons

The distance function Ð is given by

D =st*sz

where s 1 is the distance from the source point ( tr. , !s* zr, ) to a point

(tr¿ ,!ed ¡zed ) on the edge and s2 is the distance from the same edge point

to the field point (x¡t ,l¡t , z¡t ). Using the sarne coordinate system of

Chapter II, s1 and s2 for the different edges of the antenna are formulated as

single variable functions as follows

i) edse s'o"

(8.1)

(8.2)

(ts.3)

(8.4)

(B.s)

st(!"¿) = [ ("ry"¿Z + cLcz- x,, )2 * l!,¿ - !,,

+ ( 
" rczle¿Z + crczca + c4 - r¡r )z

lz

1u
I

sz(!"¿ l= [r c1!ed2 + cLcz- o¡t )z * (y"¿ - l¡t )z

+ ( c Lcaled'+ rrczca * cq- rr, )' j*

where c 1 ¡ c 2, ca and c 4 àÍê constants given by

cL=
4F1(cos c *sincttancr)

cZ= 4 F1 sin cr ca
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c3=-tanc

c4: zq *.ro tanc

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

(B.e)

where xn and zq are the x and y-coordinates of point q on the sub-reflector

given in Chapter II.

ii) ed

Similar to edge q'q" with replacing .rn and tc by xo and zo, where x, and

zp are the x and z-coordinates of point p on the sub-reflector.

edse

sz(2,¿) = 
[( 

tan e z"d *t*t - x¡t )2

st(t"¿)=

where B is the width of the aperture antenna

iv) ed t,

( z"¿ tan" * #, _ - ,,, )Z

* ( + - !,, )z * (r"¿ - r,, )' 7*

* (+ - tft)t + ( zed - rr, )'l*

Same as edge poq" after replacing B by -B



st (!"¿) : 
[ (r, - t,, )2 * (y"¿

sz(!"a ): [ (*, - x¡t )? * (y"¿

where x, and zc aÍe the x and z-coordinates of point c on

and given in Chapter II.

(8.10)

(8.11)

the main reflector

(vi) edge m'm"

Similar to edge c'c" with replacing x, and z, bY x,, antd z, , whete x- and

zm ate the x and z-coordinates of point m on the ncain reflector.

ix) edqe m"q"

v) edge c'c"

sr ( x"¿ ) =

-t34-

- 1,, )z * (2, - 2,,

-lrt)2+(2,-x¡t

\'1"

),1"

F1 cosc,

2' x"a

F 1 CoSa
An^edLiz

(x"d -x,,¡' * (î - !,,)z . (# *.r'] (8.12)

(8.13)

(8.i4)

where c is a constant given by

^7
^F 

-1 COS d
=_- 4Fz

*Flsinc-FZ-zsc

sz(x"¿)=
fu"r-x¡)z 

* (+
)

\2 - (nedtrt) 'r4F, * r)'f

where c is a constant given by

F 2, CoS c[

":-iFz *Flsins-Fz-zft (8.15)
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x) edqe m'c'

Same as edge moc" after replacing ts by -B



^&FPÐiqÐEK C

ÐÐGE Ð [F'F'ET.ACT'[TN CTEF''F''ãCEENTS

The scalar diffraction coefficients D" and D¡ for an edge of a curved

screen are given by [63]

F (zkLi 
"or' S) F (zkL'cos2

"-jÏ
$r

Dr,h = - \/81rk sin po
-+-

, x=0

(c.1)

(c.2)

(c.3)

(c.4)

(c.s)

where F is the

rft):2j.6

transition function given by :

-j"'druuiu
\E

"o, 
F*
2

B-
cos L

2

,,f¡ , 
"t I

,'T -t.r;'rl
1 15 1 75 1

'---It2 ' 1'8 t3 16 t4

= "i('. 
î, 

[.."o - 
z x

=t+L-32x4

s (p,t +s) pri_pzi sinz po

p,t(p1t +s) (prt +s)

s (p"t *s) prt p2t sinz Po

e Í+ æ

and Bo is the angle of incidence v;hich is the angie between the incident ray

and the tangent to the edge at the point of diffraction, F==0 -0' and

F*:0 *9., where 0.and g are the angles of the incidenf and diffra.cted rays

with the binormal to the surface at the diffraction point after projecting them

on a plane normal to the tangent to the edge at the Same point. Also Li and

L' are given by

Lt=

rf 
-L

pr'(Pt' +s) (p2' +s)
(c.6)
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where p1i,pz' are the principal radii of curvature of the incident wavefront at

the point of diffraction, p"i is the radius of curvature of the incident \ilave-

front in the plane of incidence, p1',p2r aÍe the principal radii of curvature of

the reflected wavefront at the point of diffraction [equations (4.7)-(4.8)] *d

p"'is the radius of curvature oi" the reflected v¡avefront in the plane of

diffraction.
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